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ABSTRACT
The currsnt systsm used zo administer Plant. Account
equipment fcr academic departments at the Naval Postgraduate
School involves four categories of system users and account-
ability fcr more than 2000 indiviiaal equipment items worth
over seven million dcllars. Impiimentaticn of a management
information system (MIS) to support Plant Account equipment
related functions could eliminate data handling redundancy
and improve Plant Account admi.nistration effectiveness.
This paper is a continuation of the thesis by James 3.
Carter, Jr., LCDR, (JSN entitled "Software Requirements
Specification of a Proposed Plant Property llanagemsnt
Information system for the Naval Postgraduate School". It
presents the description and functional specification for
the data base required to support the present Plant Account
system. Additionally, it provides the r9quirsment3 and file
description for a prototype management information system to
be used as a starting point from which to mechanize the
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"The installation cf computer based management infcrma-
tion systems has dramatically increased the ability of a
decreasing number of personnel to manage organizations and
systems cf increasing size and scope", [Hef- 1]. Once the
decision is made to adopt such a systam, a series of logical
steps are necessary leading to integration of a manual task
orientated procedure into a computer based management infor-
maticn system. In his thesis. Software Requirements
Specifications cf a Proposed Plant Property Management
Informaticn System for the Naval Postgraduate School,
[Eef. 1], Carter tco)c the initial first step toward the
computerization of the plant property accounting system at
the Naval Postgraduate School. Carter's thesis describes
the present logical flow of data in the plant property
accounting system at the Naval Postgraduate School by using
logical flow diagrams following the format of Gane and
Sarson, [Ref. 2]. This thesis will take the second impor-
tant step, that of describing user general requirements,
data file requirements and logical requirements to be used
in the development cf a computer based plant equipment
management informaticn system.
The logical data flow and procedures for plant
accounting are already established at the Naval Postgraduate
School but naturally any dynamic system is in a constant
state of flux. Any specifications wnich are written must
take this into consideration. For this reason and for
continuity with Carter's thesis, the Gane and Sarson text,
[Ref. 2], was used as a basis reference for this thesis.
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The Carter thesis, [ Ref . 1], should be read in conjunc-
tion with this thesis, as a reference in order to better
undersxand the present system, as well as, the data specifi-
cations and logical requirements presented.
B. THESIS OBJECTIVES
The primary objectives of this work are to analyze the
data flow diagrams of the Naval Postgraduate School Plant
Property Account System presented by LCDR James B. Carter in
his thesis "Software Requirements Specification of a
Proposed Plant Property Management Information System",
[Ref. 1], and create software design specifications to be
used to form a plant property management information system.
These specifications will include a detailed description of
the data to be incorporated in a data base as will as
requirements for manipulating the data. Two sets of speci-
fications will be included.
1. Specifications for a complete plant property manage-
ment information system.
2. Specifications for a prototype management information
system.
This thesis is written to be used as the basis for
design of a computer-based plant account management irforna-
tion system which meets present system requirements while
minimizing the administrative overhead required.
2ven if a plant account management information informa-
tion system is not immediately implemented, this thesis can
be of practical use. It is inevitable that eventually a
management information system of some sort will be adopted.
When it is this thesis will be useful because the specifica-
tions are written to allow for changes and additions which




The ¥crk will also answer the following questions:
1. Can a Management Information System be inpleinented
using the tccls and techniques of a structured
systems analysis approach?
2. Hew important is the data base in its design and
iff pie men tat ion?
3. What improvements can be made on existing systams
analysis methodology to aid and simplify the design
process?
4. What general conclusions can be drawn from the use of
structure systems analysis to assist in the design
and implementation of a management information
system?
C. THESIS SCOPE
The scope of this thesis will be restricted to the Plant
Accounting System as implemented a- the Naval Postgraduate
School. The main emphasis will be in the area of systems
analysis and design of a computer based management informa-
tion system with particular emphasis on the associated data
stores and process logic. It will include data transactions
involving normal requisitioning, accounting, calibration,
and disposal of plant property equipment. All the above
transactions concerning Class 3 Equipment used by academic
departments at the Naval Postgraduate School will be
addressed. Class 3 equipment includes individual equipment
items (vice buildings and industrial equipment) most
frequently used for academic purposes. This simplifies
study of the system but also ignors the following ether
categories of Plant Account equipment and users.
1. Class 4 Plant Account equipment (normally industrial
equipment; little is used within academic departments
at the Naval Postgraduate School.
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2. Plan- Acccant equipment which is acquired ty means
other than requisition of n^w equipment (such as
transfer from anot.her command).
3. Additional users and holders of Plant Account equip-
ment (including class 3) at NPS such as the Public
Works Department.
D. THESIS STROCTUHE
Fcllcwing this introductory chaptar, the Chapters II and
III give a dascripticn of the present state of the Plant
Account equipment accounting system as it exists at the
Naval Postgraduate School and the direction data processing
management should take in the future to maintain control and
accuracy of plant account data, as well as, efficiency of
the organization.
Chapter IV contains the general description and role of
the users cf the proposed management information system.
Appendix A through H contains the associated detailed
logical requirements and file description.
Chapter V describes the prototype process, its impor-
tance and role in the implementation of a management infor-
mation system. Chapter VI contains the general description
of the users of the proposed prototype management informa-
tion system. Appendix I through M contains the associated
detailed logical requirements and file description.
Appendix M through P are a reference cf the data fields
cf a DD-1348, SF-36 and DD-1155 as used in the Requisition
File. Appendix Q are the figures referenced throughout this
paper.
The conclusion is Chapter VII. The thesis objective
questions are answered, as well as, suggestions for imple-
mentation of a Plant Account Management Information System
at the Naval Postgraduate School.
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II. PLANT EQaiTBENT ACCOONTIHS SYSTEH - EIESENT
A. GEHEBAL
The current Plant Equipment Accounting Systam ai th^
Naval Postgraduate School is for ths most part a manual
operation. The following are soma key functions perfcrnisa.
1. Order Plant Account Equipment
2. Account for Funding of Equipment Ordered
3. Receive Plant Account Equipment
4. Maintain the Plant Equipment inventory
5. Submit Required Reports
Detailed regulatory requirements for Plant Equipment
Accounting are enumerated in Naval Supply Center Oakland
Instruction 732 1.2H, [ Ref . 3], and Naval Post Graduate
School Instruction 110 161. A, [Ref. 4]. Comprehensive
logical data flow diagrams are found in the Carter thesis,
[Sef. 1]. The General Description subsection of Chapter VII
of this paper should also be referenced.
B. THE MAHDAL SYSTEM
In the early stages of Plant Equipment Accounting at the
Naval Postgraduate School certain advantages to a manual
system were evident.
1. Fast and easy maintenance of inventory.
2. Low or no cost for equipment to support Plant
Equipment Accounting.
3. Hardccpy records easily accessable.
4. Central location for inventory records.
15

As The Plant kccounz inventory grew, the advantages of a
manual sysnem began tc erode.
1. Equipment became widely disbursed through the Naval
Postgraduate School.
2. Accountability became diffused.
3. Inventory became more rime consuming.
4. Inventory required greater department coordination.
5. Increased redundant paperwork.
6. Varioius inventory records war a maintained which did
net ccinside at all times.
As departments acquired more and mora equipment the job
of keeping track of these assets became more complax. Adding
personnel was not a feasible solution because of manpower
hiring constraints. Still, something had to be done. The
cost of the equipment involved and budgetary pressures to
prevent fraud and waste in the Naval Service made Plant
Account equipment a special interest item during command
inspections [Ref. 5]- If an equipment turned up lost or
missing the dreaded "Survey" report of explaination was
required, resulting in possible cuts in funding or dicipli-
nary action. Keeping track of Plant Account equipment was
beginning tc develop into a problem looking for a solution.
C. DATA PROCESSING PROLIFERATION
Most departments at the Naval Postgraduate School have
access tc a data processing resource of some type; mini-
computers, microcomputers or a terminal connected tc the
mainframe IBM-3033. In order tc ease the burden of main-
taining records for Plant Account aquipment some departments
sxruck cut on their cwn to form their own data-bases. With
the proliferation of many databases a comprehensive inven-
tory cf all Naval Postgraduate School Plant Account equip-
ment is extremely difficult. This stage in the life of a
16

da^a prcc€S£ing activity mirrors tha beginning of stage two,
"Contagion" of Nolan's six stages for data processing growth
of an activity, [Ref, 6]. This phase is characterized by a
proliferation of different data processing applications or
in this case a proliferation of siailiar da-a processing
applications for plant accoun" data bases. The programming
is acne mainly by the users. The user awareness of daia
processing enthusiastic. Funding is still at a relatively
low level. In this stage, more and mors senior and middle
managers have become frustrated in their attempts to obtain
information via the activities central computer system.
Hence, they attempt tc develop their own systems. Problems
are created by inexperienced programmers working without the




III. PLANT EQaiPEMENT ACCOOHTING z lUlUM (PROPOSED)
A. GENERAL
In -chs last chapter the present, stage of data prccassing
relative tc Plant Account equipment accounting was
described. This chapter will propose a direct ioE Plant
Accoun-inc at the Naval Postgraduate School should -ake and
a means to achieve the goal of an effective Plant Account
Management Information System.
B. DIBECTICN
The nexx logical step as described by Nolan, [Ref. 6],
is that of "Control" in which the data processing organiza-
tion switches from user-orientared programmers tc a data
processing orgainzation orientated to middle management.
Formalized planning and control replaces a lax data
processirg planning and control. The Car-er thesis,
[fief. 1], accomplished a good portion of this step by
formally describing the present, plant equipment accounting
system through the use of data flow diagrams. Onc= -he
decision is made to actually commit resources for standardi-
zation of data as well as choose a standard hardware for
Plant Accounting a critical transition point is reached in
the life cycle of the data processing activity. The
activity will evolve from one that is hardware orientated to
one which is data orientated. This is the beginning of
Nolan's stage three, "Integration". In this stage existing
applications are retrofitted using data base technolcgy, the
data processing orgarization emphasizes the establishment of
computer utility and user account teams, there are tailored
planning and control systems to take care of user needs, and
18

usar awarsnsss is to th» point of learning accountability
for data entered int.c the system.
The next chapter describes the general user reguiremenxs
for a Plant Account Equipment Management Information System,




IV. PIANT AC cogNT MANAGEMENT INFQIMIIION SYSTEM
A. GENEBAL
This chapter provides a general description of the spec-
ifications for a proposed Plan-:: Account Management
Informa-icn System for the Naval Postgraduate School. The
general specifications are broken down by department with
detailed requirements and file description of each provided
in a corresponding appendix.
B. USER DEPARTMENT - REQUISITION CLERK
1 • General Description
The user department of plant account equipment is
usually the criginatcr of the requisition request. A person
designated as the requisition cleric will input data elements
cf a Requisition Reccrd which is part of the Requisition
File. These elements correspond to entries of a Department
of Defense Single Line Item Reqaesition System Document
(DD-13U8) and/or Standard Form 36 (SF-36). (See Figures Q.I
and Q.2) . If the material required is available through the
Navy Supply System only a DD-1348 is used. There is only
one item. National Stock Number (NSN)
,
per DD-1348 requisi-
tion. NSN corresponds to PSC, NUN, and ADDT of the
Requisition File, Appendix D. The SF-36, (Figure Q.2), is
used to describe material ordered from a ccmmerciai source.
Each item is identified by Item Number, Supply/Service,
Quantity of Supply/Service, Unit of Issue, and Unit Price
which corresponds tc IN, SS, QTY, UI , and UP of the
Requisition File. Eecause the number of items are variable
the description of each must be tied together in the
20

Ragaisi-icn Record by a number (1...a) which is part of a
record field. The total dollar value of all i-9irs a
RequisiricE Record are au-o matically extended and placed in
the ED field of rhat record.
Each Requisition Clerk (Ultimate User) is assigned
CPTAR funding for each Job Order Number category used. The
Job Order Number corresponds -o SUP of the Requisition File.
The amount of funds assigned to each Requisition Clerk for a
particular Job Order Number category is found in the Funds
File under TOTOPT(OSER) (SUP) . Before passing a requisition
Record to the Department OPTAR Custodian the Requisition
Clerk checks the OPTflR balance in the Job Order Number cate-
gory of that record. This is done to ensure that the
alotted amount is not exceeded. This is calculated by
taking the total OPTAR assigned to the Department in the
particular Job Order Number category , TOTOPT (USES) (SU?) of
the Funds File, and adding all OPTAR adjustments
(3ALADJ) (SUP) of the Requisition File and subtracting the
extended ccst of all material requested in that Job Order
Number category of the Requisition File (3U) (SUP) .
If sufficient funds are available, the Requisition
Record is passed to the Department OPTAR Custodian. All
Requisition Record entries may or may not be completed.
The Requisition Clerk (Ultimate User) who initially
initiated the requisition is usually the one who signs the
receipt fcr delivery. It is the responsibility of whomever
receives the equipment to notify the equipment coordinator
cr person in the departmi^nt responsible for the equipment
inventory. If the item is Plant Account eligible, the
person in the department responsible for recording Plant
Account equipment data into the Plant Account should be
notified as well. (Usually this individual will be the same
person responsible fcr the department equipment inventory.)




1. A Navy ID (NIE) number sticker with th3 Plant Account
number is placed on tha equipment and recorded on a
Property Record Card (PRC)
. (An example is pictured
in Figure Q- 4)
.
2. The Property Record Card is completed and forwarded
to the Plant Account Cleric of xhe Comp-rcller
Department. In order ro eliminate duplicate paper
work, the daza required on -he Property Record Card
may be entered into the Property Record File by 6l=c-
cronic means vice traditional paper hardcopy form.
A Plant Account equipment inventory in taken every
third year in accordance with current directives. The User
Department will receive directives concerning the inventory
from the Plant Account Clerk of the Comptroller Department.
The directives will include reports of the Plant Account
Equipient for which the User Depar^iment is responsible. The
reports will consisx of a masxer report of all dspartment
Plant Account equipment in ID/Governmen-c Tag Number sequence
as well as separate reports of all equipment in the same
location. Missing equipment, changes in location, and addi-
tional equipment, found are annotated on the report. After
verification, the reports are signed by the assigned respon-
sible person in the department and forwarded to the Plant
Account Clerk of the Comptroller Department, The equipment
found missing is surveyed and new Property Records will be
initiated for Plant Account equipment not previously
recorded.
The Ultimate User should have the ability to
generate reports for supplemental inventories as deemed
necessary by the parent department.
The User Department is concerned with the calibra-
tion and maintenance of equipment. Periodically, specific
equipment requires calibration. The required data involved
22

is entered into the Property Reccrd File fay ihs User
Dspartmant. The User Department must obtain reports which
list equifment overdue for calibration, as well as, equip-
ment requiring calibration between specific periods of time.
If a change of Plant Account equipment location is
made within a department, that department may simply change
the location or BUILDI NG^EOOM field of the corresponding
record in the Property Record File. For control purposes,
if equipment is transferred to another department a signed
memoranduff should be forwarded to the Plant Account Clerk of
the Comptroller Department who will make the necessary
changes in the Property Record File and filB the memorandum
in the physical Property Record DD-1342 form file.
In the case cf equipment which is no longer useful
or is obsolete, a meircrandum. Figure Q. 5 is forwarded to the
Supply Department listing the equipment to be turned in to
the Defense Property Disposal Office (DPDO) at Fort Ord. If
the equipment is still usable and will simply be transferred
to another command, the same procedure is followed. A signed
copy cf cf the transfer document DD-1348-1 shown in Figure
Q.6 is given to the User Department as a receipt when the
equipment is picked up by Supply Department personnel. It
should be retained by the User Department as proof of
transfer.
The User Department initiates a SURVEY CERTIFICATE,
DD Form 2090, for equipment which has been lost, destroyed,
or is beyond economical repair. (A DD Form 2090 is pictured
in Figure C.6)
.
(In the case of negligence and imputed
criminal culpability a DD Form 200 is required. This type of
survey is rarely initiated.) The Survey is completed and
passed to the Supply Department for final approval. If the
equipment has been damaged or is beyond economical repair




The following files with corresponding reference
appendix are ased by the Requisition Clerk.
a. Requisition File - Appendix E
b. Funds File - Appendix F
c. User File - Appendix G
d. Property Record File - Appendix H
3 • D eta iled Require m^nrs
Derailed Plant Account Management Information System
requirements for the Requisition Clerk are listed in refer-
ence Appendix A,
C. USER DEPARTMENT - OPTAR CUSTODIAH
1 . General Description
The OPTAR Custodian receives requisitions from
dspartmental requisition clerks in the form of Requisition
Records. The data elements are raviewed and modified or
added to as necessary. A DATZ and SERIAL is assigned to
each record. The Department OPTAR Custodian is responsible
to ensure that the Department OPTAR Funds are available to
support a proposed OPTAR purchase. Each Department OPTAR
Custodian is assigned funds by the Comptroller in each Job
Order Number Category, TOTOPT (SQP) (DEPT) of the Funds File.
Likewise, the Departient OPTAR Custodian assigns OPTAR funds
to each Requisition Clerk, TOTOPT (S a?) (USER) of the Funds
File. After verfiying funding, all Requisition Records
except those involving involving reimbursable funds are
passed to the Ccmptrcller. Potential reimbursable funds
Requisition Records are passed to the Research




Ihe following files wi-tih corresponding reference
appendix are ased by the Optar Custodian.
a. Requisiticn File - Appendix E
b. Funds File - Appendix F
c. User File - Appendix G
3 • Detailed Re quirements
Detailed Plant Account Management Information Syszam
requirements for the Opxar Custodian are listed in reference
Appendix A.
D. EESEABCH ADHINISTEATION OFFICE - RAO APPRO?AL AOTHORITY
1 . General Description
Requisition Records involving reimbursable funds are
recieved from xhe User Department. Data is verified. If
necessary, the record is sent back ^o -he User Department
for correction. Fcllowing verification that Reimbursable
Funds are sufficient to cover zhe request, the record is
assigned an expenditure code, (RMBEXP of t.he Requisition
File), and reimbursable expenditure date, (RMBEXPDT of the
Requisiticn File). The Requisition Record is then forwarded
to the Comptroller Department.
Reimbursable funds allowed in various categories are
unofficially maintained by the Research Administrative




The following files wii:h corresponding referencs
appendix are ased by the RAO Approval Authority.
a. Requisition File - Appsndix E
b. Funds File - Appendix F
c. User File - Appendix G
3 • Det ail ed Require me n ts
Detailed Plant Account Managemen- Information System
requirements for the RAO Approval Authority are listed in
Appendix B.
E. CCaPTEOLLER DEPASTMENT - BUDGETING AND ACCODNTING
'J • General Description
Ihe Comptrcller Department performs official
accounting of all accounts and grants final approval for all
equipment requests. Requisition Records are received from
user departments or the Research Administration Office
(RAO). Ihey are screened for corracx requisition codes,
available funds and proper accoun-ing data. The user
department CPTAR or Reimbursable Fund Account is tentatively
debited by entering a tentative d^bit code (TENDEB) in the
Requisition Record. If the item requested is a pctantial
Plant Account item the record is passed to the Plant Account
Clerk who will enter the Plant Account Suspense Code in the
record. The record is then forwarded to the Supply
Department.
In the case of equipment received through the Navy
Supply System which price has changed since requisition, the
Budget and Accounting Division maJces an accurate debit of
the auouEt concerned upon receipt of the updated DD-1348
26

from th«= Supply Department. This is accomplished by entering
a new adjustment DD-1348 with the price change. The requi-
sition number of the adjustment requisition can be refer-
enced in the remarks field of the original requisition.
Adjustments of this nature are rarely required when material
is ordered commercially because a fixed price is agreed upon
in the contract prior to order.
2. Files Used
The following files with corresponding reference
appendix ar= used by the Budgeting and Accounting Division.
a. Requisition File - Appendix 3
fc. Funds File - Appendix F
c. User File - Appendix G
3 . ret ail ed Req uire ments
Detailed Plant Account Management Information System
requirements for the Budgeting and Accounting Division are
ijLsted in Appendix C.
F. CCMETB0LL2R DEPARTMENT - PLANT ACCOONT CLEBK
'I • General Descr iption
The Requirements Plant Account Clerk receives
Requisition Records and verifies them as being for Plant
Account equipment. The clerk then places a Plant Account
Suspense Code in the Requisition Record (PASF).
When Plant Account material is received by the
Receipt Control Division of the Supply Department the




The Plant Account Clerk is responsible for ensuring
thar the user has made a DOD Property Record Card for Plan-
account equipment received. Information from this card is
entered into the Property Record File. To accomplish this
the Plant Account Clerk selects all records of the
Requisition File which have data in both the PASF(1...n) and
REC(1...n) fields. The Property Record File is *han
searched to see if field STUB of any of the records corres-
ponds to fields DATE and SERIAL of tha selected Requisition
File records. If a match is found tha Plant Account clerk
screens the data on that Record of the Property Record File
for ccmplsteness and accuracy. If the record is satisfac-
tory, the VALIDATION and VALIDATE fields for that record are
completed. The PASF(1...n) code in the corresponding record
of the Requisition Record of the Requisition File is
cleared.
An original and four copies of a DOD Property Record
(DD-1342) are prepared from information extracted from that
record cf the Property Record File. One copy is sent to the
Oser Department and three copies are forwarded to NSC
Oakland. The original is filed in a manual Property Record
File indexed by department in NID order. Because the perti-
nent infcrmation is now contained in the Property Record
File, the manual PA Equipment Master File, manual PA
Equipment NID Number File, and manual PA Equipment
Nomenclature Fils are no longer necessary.
If there is no match between the SERIAL and DATE of
the Requisition File of records which have a PASF(1...n)
field cede indicated and STUB field of the Property Record
File, fcllcw-up action is necessary by the Plant Account
Clerk.
The Plant Account Clerk is designated by the
Comptroller Department to initiate directives concerning the
inventory of Plant Account equipment. The Plant Account
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inventory is taksn avery third year in accordance wirh
currant instructions. The Plant Account Clerk forwards each
Dser Department lists of all Plant Account equipment under
rheir cognizance. The list is in ID/Government Tag number
within 30ILEING_ROOM sequence. 'Jpon verification by the
department, the lists are forwarded back to the Plant
Account Clerk who attempts to resolve any missing or addi-
tional items. If resolution is not possible then a survey
is initiated by the User Department for missing equipment.
A new Property Record and DOD PROPERTY RECORD {DD-13a2) is
initiated for additional equipment discovered.
After receiving the results of the department inven-
tories, the Plant Account clerk updates the Plan* Account
Records and forwards a report for items located during the
inventory following "plant accounting", as well as, deletes
missing equipment missing equipment from the Plant Account
File following completion of survey procedures.
An inter department equipment custody change requires
a memo signed by the transferring and receiving departments
to be forwarded to the Plant Account Clerk. The Plant
Account Clerk enters the appropriate information into the
Property Record File. A copy of the memorandum is placed in
the manual Property Record File.
The Plant Account Clerk reviews all transfer
requests. Approved transfer requests are routed to the
Supply Department Issue Control Division which prepares a
DD-13U8-1 Transfer Document, Any equipment which is auto-
mated data processing equipment (ADPS) or other equipment
controlled by higher authority requiring authorization for
removal from the Naval Postgraduate School is identified.
(A example of a DD- 1348-1 is pictured in Figure Q.6) . A
copy of the DD-13ua-1 is routed to the Plant Account Clerk
for use as a suspense document for equipment to be deleted
from the Property Record File. When the signed transfer
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receipt is received by the ccmaiand rhe Plant Account Cleric
enters the transfer Document Number and other pertinent
transfer information to the Property Record File indicating
deletion from the Plant Account. The record pertaining to
the transferred equipment remains in the Property Record
File.
Upon receipt of an approved DD Form 2090 or DD Form
200 survey the Plant Account Clerk maices appropriate entries
to the Property Record File, prints nard copies of the DOD
Propery Record and forwards them to NSC Oakland.
2. Files Used
The following files with corresponding reference
appendix are used by the Plant Account Clerk.
a. Requisition File - Appendix E
b. User File - Appendix G
3- Cet ailed Req uirements
Detailed Plact Account Management Information System
requirements for the Plant Account Clerk are listed in
Appendix C.
G. SOPPLY DEPARTMENT - ISSUE CONTROL DIVISION
'^
• General Desc ription
The Supply Department receives Requisition Records
from the Comptroller. The record is screened and possibly
modified by the Issue Control Division. The record is then
transformed into DD-13U8 format to be sent off station. If
the record was an attempt to order material available from
the Navy Supply System through a commercial source, the
record is returned to the user department for modification.
If there is an increase or decrease in price from the price
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submitxsd en the original Requisition aacord, a phone call
is made to the authorizing department controlling funds
expenditure to ccnfiim -hs requisiiiion. Authority for OFTAR
expendi -cures this is the user department, for reimbursable
funds, the P.AO. The Requisition Record is then modified to
reflect the correct price. If rhe Requisition Record indi-
cates a valid commercial source requisition, it is passed to
the Purchase Branch for possible record modification or
correction. In any event, the appropriate status fields are
entsr€d in the Requisition Record.
When material is received. Issue Control is passed
signed documentation from Receipt Control which is filed in
a hardcopy historical file as "Proof of Delivery". Price
changes in commercial requisitions are rare but occur en a
regular basis in the case of material ordered through the
Navy Supply System. OPTAR adjustments after the equipment
has arrived is a common occurrence. If there is a price
change a copy of the receipt document indicating the correct
price is passed to the Comptroller Department for the
Budgeting and Accounting Division.
In crder for Issue Control to begin the process of
equipment transfer off base, a Naval Postgraduate School
Excess Property Transfer Memorandum, Figure Q. 5 is received
from the User Department. This aemorandum is sent to the
Plant Account Cleric and action is held in abeyance until its
return. After the list is returned by the Plant Account
Clerk, a DD-13U8-1 is prepared listing the equipment
eligible for immediate transfer. The DD-1348-1 is used as
an invoice accompanying items delivered by military activi-
ties to other military activities. (An example of a
DD-13a8-1 is pictured in Figure Q.6) . A copy of the
DD-13U8-1 is routed to the Comptroller Department for the
Plant Account Clerk. After preparation of the Transfer
DD-13U8-1, the Supply Department Receiving Division makes
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arrangements with the user department for physical removal
of the equipment. After the equipment is received a- its
transfer destination, a copy of tha DD-1348-1 is signed by
the receiving individual to verify receipt. This copy is
returned to the Supply Department. A copy of this signed
DD-1 348-1 is placed in the historical file and another copy
is sent to the Plant Account Clerk.
When a Survey is conducted -he DD Form 2090 is
passed tc the Supply Officer for fiaal approval. For eguip-
meni: damaged or beyond economical repair the procedure above
for transfer is then initiated. For missing equipment, a
copy of the approved survey is passed to the Plant Account
Clerk for deletion of equipment from the Plant Account. In
any case a copy of the completed survey is passed back, to
the initiator.
2. Filfl Used
The following files with corresponding reference
appendix are used by the Issue Control Division.
a. Requisition File - Appendix E
fc. User File - Appendix G
c. Property fiecord File - Appendix H
3 • Detailed Requireme nts
Detailed Plant Account Management Information System




H. SDPPLY DEPABTHENT - PORCHASE BfiAHCH
''
• Gen era l Desci iption
Th9 Purchase Branch recsiv^s Requisition Sscords
from the Issue Contrcl Division. The records are screened
and ccrrectsd. Ultimately, a DD-1155, Purchase Order, and,
if necessary, SF-36 Continuazion Sheez is prepared from the
inforiaticn obtained from the Requisition Record and
supplied ty the Purchace Branch. The material is ordered
and the Requisition Record is forwarded to the Ccmptrcller
Department for final accounting.
2. Files ased
The following files with corresponding reference
appendix are used by the Purchase Branch.
a. Requisition File - Appendix E
t. User File - Appendix G
3- Detail ed Requirements
Detailed Plant Account Management Iniormaticri System
requirements for the Purchase Branch are listed in reference
Appendix C.
I. SDPPII DEPARTMENT - RECEIVIHG
''
• Genera l Descriptio n
When an item is received at the receiving warehouse,
personnel there will match the invoice information with
information on a copy of either the purchase order or the
original 00-1348 to identify tha equipment distinaticn.
After this is done, a phone call to the department concerned
is made to notify the ultimate user of the item's arrival
and it is delivered to the building and room designated.
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The documemis to be delivered to the aser departmen*: are
delivered with each item. At the time of delivery a copy of
the shipping document is stamped with a "Received" stamp and
is signed by the person receiving rhe equipment. Receiving
then forwards rhs receipt to Receipt Control.
It is usually no problem to identify the ultimate
user of the material received if it comes from the Navy
Supply System because the requisition document number is
always included. If, however, the material is received from
a commercial vendor, documentation varies. Somstimes the
requisition document number is not included in th9 documen-
tation which comes with the material. Receiving must
access the Requisition File by Contract/Purchase Order
Number, Contractor, Delivery Order Number or Schelule of
Supplies/Services to attempt to cross-reference to the
Requisiticn/PurchasG Request Number so that the ultimate
user can be identified.
2. Piles Used
The following files with corresponding reference
appendix are used by the Receiving Division.
a. Requisition File - Appendix E
b. User File - Appendix G
3» PJiliil^ Requiremen ts
Detailed Plant Account Management Information System




J. SDPPLI DEPARTMENT - RECEIPT CONTROL
1 • General Description
0nc9 the signed receip-c for equipment delivered is
received by Receipt Contol, a copy of receipt for all Plant
Account eligible is sent to the comptroller for the Plant
Account Cleric. For requisitions from vendors. Receipt
Control then closes out the file on the requisitioned item
by completion of fields " REC (1 . . . n) •' (Receipt date) and
"RECEY (1- . . n)" of the appropriate record of the Requisition
File. If a partial quantity is received, then fields
REC_QTY_EaR (1. . . n) for the quanti-cy received for a parti-
cular iten; number of a requisition, REC_DATE_?AR (1 . . .n) for
the date the particular item number of the requisition is
received, and REC_BY_PAR (1 . . . n) for the name of rhe person
receiving the particular i-am corresponding to the item
number of -he requisition are entered in the fields of a
record of the Requisition File. A hard copy of the document
is forwarded to the Issue Control Division where it is filed
in the historical file maintained by the Supply Department.
A hard copy file is necessary in case there is any question
or argument as to receipt of equipment. The actual signa-
ture of the person who received the equipment is on the
document retained. If the item was ordered through the Navy
Supply System, the receipt documentation is turned over to
Issue Control withoux further action following forwarding of





Ihe following files with corresponding refarence
appsndix are used by the Receipt Control Division.
a. Requisition File - Appendix S
t. User File - Appendix G
3* Detailed Requiremen ts
Detailed Plant Account Management Information System






The successful installation of computer based management
informaticn systems will improve the ability of a reduced
number of personnel to manage systems of incrsasing size and
scope. Unfortunately, attempting installation of such a
system before technical and acceptance tests are complete
increases the rislc cf failure of the the management informa-
tion system. Final technical and acceptance testing can be
a long drawn out process dampening tha enthusiasm of the
participants. An alternative to this "big bang" approach is
a formalized and structured version of the iterative design
process (prototyping), Spraque and Carlson, [ Ref . 7], which
is valuable in the installation of large management informa-
tion systems. In fact, Sprague and Carlson suggest that
prototyping is the mcst successful installation technique.
There are several reasons. First, it gets a partial system
into operation as early as possible. This is valuable
because it allows the asers to give feedback to the
builders. Second, prototyping is considerably cheaper than
the "full-build" approach, which delays installation until
the management information system is complete. Third,
prototyping is a good way to keep building of the management
inforiaticn system simple by progressing in small logical
steps, which is valuable to both builders and users.
Finally, prototyping lowers risk and expectations. If the
"full-build" system is implemented initially, it cculd have
major defects resulting in wasted time, money and energy
because the system could be unusable and thus the builders
would then have to start from square one.
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B. APPROACHES TO PROTOTYPING
''
• li^ "Thr cw-a way App roach
IL the "throw-away" approach, a workable model is
cr9at€d in a short amount of time, sometimes only days. It
can b€ used and evaluated by the users. Pressure for addi-
tional functions, improvements in interface, performance or
expansion results in a new sysrem being built. When
completed, rhe new system is installed and the eld
disgarded.
2. I he "Incremental" Approach
In the "incremental" approach a workable model is
created. Through user feedback wi-h the builders, the
management information information system continually
evolves to meet user needs. Care must be taken in this
approach to design an expandable system. If this is not
done the result will he a management information system with
decreasing performance and increasing costs. Because of
this, seme builders perfer the "throw-away" approach.
C. PROTOTYPE FOR A PLANT ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SYSTEM
The "incremental" approach is appropriate for the a
proposed Plant Accourt Management Information System for the
Naval Postgraduate School. This is especially important if
a commercial data base were procured. A prototype which
would provide initial benefits to the following users:
1, Plant Account Clerk
a) Provide a suspense file for Plant Account
Equipment ordered.
b) Provide a tickler file for Property Record Forms
required for received Plant Account Equipment.
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c) Assist: in the preparation of reports of eguipraent
required for inventory.
d) Provide a record of Plant Account Equipment.
e) Provide assistance in preparing hardcopy DD-1342,
Property Record Forms.
2. User Deparxment
a) Provide reports of equipment requiring calibra-
tion .
b) Provide reports of equipment which requires inven-
tory.
3. Supply Department
a) Provide the abilizy zo cross reference received
equipment in order zo de-ermine its ultimaze
destination.
D. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
According to Naumann and Jenkins, [ Raf « 8], prototyping
is a four step interative process.
1. Identiy - Basic Requirements
2. Develcpa - WorJcing Prototype
3. Iitplement and Use - Identify Problems 5 Misfits
4. Revise and Enhance - Develope Next Version
Handccck, [Ref. S ], suggests that the initial prototype
should be iiplemented in a very short time, in fact, almost
overnight. He alsc states that requirements need not be
cast in concrete and need not be complete. The short time
it takes tc get a prototype in operation serves both the
user and tne builder. The user has a tangible systems tc
use and criticize. The builder get feedback based upon the
prototype's use. Thus, mistakes in design can be detected
early in the process and corrected when it is easiest and
least costly. Once users and managers see that their input
and feedback can change the system and exert influence, they
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will in turn participate with mora dedication. The r^sul-
will te a better designed system.
The next chapter gives the general description of zh<
user requirements for a prototype Plant Account Management
Information System and references the specifications fo:
required files and logical requirements.
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VI. PLANT ACCOUNT HAN AGE MEN T INFOBHANTION SYSTEM (PROTOTYPE)
A. GENEBAL
This chapter provides a general description of the spec-
ifications for a proposed prototype for a Plant Account
Management Informaticn System Prototype for the Naval
Postgraduate School. The general sp 9cixicat.ions are broken
down by dafartment, with detailed requirements and file
description of each provided in a corresponding appendix.
B. USBB DEPAHTMENT - REQOISITION CLERK
''
• General Desc ript ion (P rotoi. ype)
The Requisition Clerk. (Ultimate User) who initially
initiated the requisition is usually the one who signs the
receipt for delivery of equipment. It is the responsibility
of this person to notify the equipmen-c coordinator or person
in the department responsible for the equipment inventory.
If the item is Plant Account eligible, the person in the
department responsible for recording and forwarding data for
entry into -he Plant Account should be notified as well.
{Usually this individual will be the same person responsible
for the department equipment inventory.) At this time, a
Navy ID (NIC) number sticker with ths Plant Account number
is placed on the equipment and recorded on a Property Record
Card (PRC)
.
(An example is pictured in Figure Q.4). A
rough Property Record Card is preparad and forwarded to the
Plant Account Clark of the Comptroller Department.
A Plant Account inventory in taken every third year
in accordance with current instructions. The User
Department will receive directives concerning the inventory
ui

from th5 Elanc Account Clerk of the Compzroller Depar-tmen-:..
The directives will include reports of the Piann Account
Equipment for which the User Depar-menx. is responsible. The
reports will consist of a master report of all department
Plant Account equipment in ID/Government Tag Number sequence
as well as separate reports of all equipment in the same
location. Missing equipment, changes of location, and addi-
tional equipment found are annotated on the report. After
verification, the reports are signed by the person in the
department responsible for custody and/or inventory cf Plant
Account equipment and forwarded to the Plant Account Clerk
of the Ccmptroller Department. The equipment found missing
is surveyed and new Property Records will be initiated for
Plant Account equipment not previously recorded.
The Ultimate User should have the ability to
genaratB reports for supplemental inventories as deemed
necessary by the parent department.
The User Department is also concerned with tha cali-
bration and maintenance cf equipment. Periodically,
specific equipment requires calibration. The required data
involved is entered into the Property Record File
(Prototype) by the User Department. The User Department
must obtain reports which list equipment overdue fcr cali-
bration as well as equipment requiring calibration between
specific periods of time.
If a change of Plant Account equipment location is
made within a department, that department may simply change
the location or BUIIDING_ROO:a field of the corresponding
record in the Property Record File (Prototype) . For control
purposes, if equipment is transferred to another department
a signed memorandum should be forwarded to the Plant Account
Clerk of the Comptroller Department who will make the neces-
sary changes in the Property Record File (Prototype) , as




2 • 111 6 s used
The following filas with corresponding refarence
appendix are as€d by the Requisition Clsrk (Ultimate User).
a. Requisiticn File (Prototype) - Appendix L
t. Property Record File (Prototype) - Appendix M
3» Det ail ed Requirements fProtonype)
Detailed prototype requirements for the Requisition
Clerk (Ultimate User) are found in Appendix I.
C. CCHPTECLLER DEPABIHENT - PLANT ACCOUNT CLERK
"*
• Gen era l Descr ipt ion
The Plant Account Clerk receives a copy of xhe
DD-13U8 or DD- 1 1 55 for plant account material ordered. From
either of these forms the following information is entered
into the Requisitior File (Prototype) in the form of a
Requisition Record as appropriate. For ease of entry the
relative position of fields on the input data device should
he approximately the same as on a DD-13U8 or DD-1155 as
chosen by the Plant Account Clerk.
1. CONOED_NO - Ccnxract/Purchdoc Order Number
2. DELOED_NO - Delivery Order Number
3. CCNTEACTOR_QUCTER - Name and address of Contractor
4. rSC - Stock Number Federal Supply Category
5. NUN - Stock Number NUN
6. 5EC - Document Number Requisit io ner
7. DATE - Document Number Date
8. SERIAL - Document Number Serial
9. IN(1..,n) - Item Number of material if more than one
item ordered per document
10. SS(1...n) - Name of material ordered
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11. QTY(1...n) - Quantity of each item ordered.
12. CCNOBD_NO - Contract /Purchase Order Number
13. DELOED^NO - Delivary Order Number
1U. CCNTEACTOR_QUOTOR - Name and Address of Contractor
15- PA£C(1...n) - Plant Account Suspense cods for each
item ordered
The above record is used by tne Plant Account clsrk
in the place of a manual suspense file of plant account
equipment ordered.
It: is the responsibility of the Plant Accoun- Clerk
to ensure that a DCD Property Record Card (DD-1342) is
completed for all plant account equipment received. The
rough paper version of DOD Property Record Card is completed
by the User Department and forwarded to the Plant Account
Clerk whom inputs the following information onto a record of
the Property Record File (Prototype) . For ease of entry the
positions of the input fields on the input data device
should apprcximate the position of the data fields on the
DD-1 342.
1. ACTIVE - Indicates active record
2. INTIIAL - Indicates initial record
3. IDLE - Indicates idle record
4. CHANGE - Indicates change record
5. JULIAN_DATE - Indicates Julian data



























29. NCKEN - Indicates no menclatare
30. DE£CRI?TION_AND_CAPACITY
31. QUANTITY(1 n)
32. HCRSZP0WER(1 . ..n)
33. VCITS (1. . .n)





39. IYrE_AND_?RAME_NUMBER (1.. . n)
40. PHESENT_LOCATICN - Indicatas command where
equipment is located
41. BUILCING_SOOM - Indicates number of building
and room of equipment
42. DIFEC_CONTROL_NO
43. PCSSESSOR^CODE
44. QUZSTION_30 - Can item be stored and maintained























Has it€m t€3n modified from
original configura-cion?
Has item inspected under
power?
Are maintemance costs normal?






Was item last used on a finishing
cperat ion?
Kill adjustments or calibration
correct deficiencies?
Is item seviceable without damage
to components?
- If not seviceable without damage
to components, what would
the replacement cost of the
components be?
Is item in operable condition?
Must item be repaired/rebuilt/
overhauled to perform all
functions?
- If repair/rebuilding/overhauling
is necessary, what is the
cost?
Co OC records indicate
satisfactory performance?




6 2. QUZSTI0N_U5 - Sre scales, dials, and guages
working and readable?
63. QUESTI0N_U6 - Are hydraulic pumps, valves, and
fittings operating properly?
64. Q0ESTI0N_47 - Are electronic systems and
controls operating properly?
65. QaESTI0N_48 - How many hours was item used
by current possessor?
66. gDESTION_50 - Estimated cost for packing,
handling?




70. REMABKS - Explaination zo no answers for
questions 32,33,34,35,43,44,
45,46,47. Also, description
of hew item was last used.
71. STDE - Corresponds to DATE, SEHIAL
fields cf the Requisition
File (ProTO-ype). The date
and serial number of rhe
requisition the material
was ordered under.
72. EATE - Indicates date material received.
73. CCNS - Indicates from where material
received was ordered.
74. CCiJSIGNSE - Indicates name and address of
consignee including ZIP
cede.





76. TYFE_OF_DISPOSITION - Indicates either donation,
destruction, sale,
or acandonment
77. DATE_PROCEEDS - Indicates date of disposition
and proceeds if sold
78. VALIDATION - Indicates names of validating
person
79. N£N - Indicates National Stock Number
80. CALIEEATION_DUE_DATE - Julian data calibration due
81. LAST_CALIBSATICN_DATE - Julian date of last calibra-
tion
82. WCEK^CENTER - Indicates work cenrar responsible
for calibration
After the record has been added to the Property
Record File (Prototype) the Plant Account Clerk then clears
the Plant Account Suspense Code from the corresponding
record cf the Requisition File (Prototype) indicating that a
Property Record Form was forwarded with proper information
from the User Department. Once the Plant Account Clerk
enters the record tc the Property Record File (Prototype)
,
the fields can only be modified as per ACCESS Code. This is
for security of the plant account equipment. It prevents
someone from stealing equipment and then dilating the record
from the Property Record File (Prototype).
Ihe Plant Account Clerk must forward various copies
of the Property Record Form to NSC Oakland as well as the
User Department. The forms are prepared by transfering data
from the Property Record File (Prototype) tc hard copy by
electrc/ mechanical means.
The Plant Account Clerk ensures that the required
completed rcugh Property Record forms are forwarded by the
User Department by obtaining reports of records of the
Requisition File (Prototype) which have a REC(1...n) field
and corresponding PASF(1...n) fields indicating that
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matarial has been received with no corresponding rough
Property Eecord Form completed.
Every three years an inventory must be taken of all
Plant Account Equipment. The Plant Account Clerk sends
reports cf Plant Account equipment for verification to User
Departments. These reports are extracted from the Property







Cnc€ the reports are verified, the User Departments
forward them back to the Plant. Account Clerk. The files are
updated, new Property Record Forms are forwarded to NSC
Oakland and Survey action is initiated as necessary.
2. liles Used
The fcllcwing files with corresponding reference appendix
are used by the Plant Account Clerk.
a. Requisition File (Prototype) - Appendix L
t. Property Record File (Prcco-cype) - Appendix M
3- Detailed Requirements fPro-otype)
Detailed prototype requirement for the Plant Account
Clerk are listed in Appendix J.
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D. SOPPIY DEPARTMENT - RECEIVING
1. General Description
When an item is received at the receiving warehouse,
personnel there will match the invoice information with
information on a copy of either the purchase order or the
original DD-1348 tc identify the equipment distination.
Aftar this is done, a phone call to the department ccncerned
is made tc notify the ultimate user of the item's arrival
and it is delivered to the building and room designated.
The documents tc be delivered to the user daoartment are
deliversd with each item. At the time of delivery a copy of
the shipping document is stamped with a "Received" stamp and
is signed by the person receiving the equipment. Receiving
then forwards the receipt to Receipt Control.
It is usually no problem to identify the ultimate
user of the material received if it comes from the Navy
Supply System because the requisition document number is
always included. If, however, the material is received from
a commercial vendor, documentation varies. Sometimes the
requisition document number is not included in the documen-
tation which comes with the material. Receiving must
Sicc^ss the Requisition File by Contract/Purchase Order
Number, Contractor, Delivery Order Number or Schelule of
Supplies/Services tc attempt to cross-reference to the
Requisition/Purchase Request Number so that the ultimate
user can be identified.
2. Files Used
a. Requisiticn File (Prototype) - Appendix L
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3- Detailed Requirements (Prozo-ype)
Detailed prototype reguiramemis for the Receiving
Division are found in Appendix K.
E. SOPFLY DEPABTMENT - RECEIPT CONTROL
1 • General Description
Cnce the signed receipt for equipment delivered is
received ty Receipt Ccntol, a copy of receipt for all Plant
Account eligible is sent to the comptroller for the Plant
Account Clerk. For requisitions from vendors. Receipt
Control then closes out the file on the requisitioned item
ty completion of fi=lds '« REC (1 . . . n) '• (Receipt dare) and
"RECEY (1 . ..n)" of the appropriate record of the Requisition
File (Prctoxype) . If a partial quantity is received, then
fields REC_QTY_PAS (1 n), REC_DATS_PAR (1 n) and
REC_EY_r AS ( 1 .. .n) fields are entered in the appropriate
record of the Requisition File (Prototype) A hard copy of
the document is forwarded to *h2 Issue Control Division
where it is filed in the historical file maintained by the
Supply Department. A hard copy file is necessary in case
there is any quest icn or argument as to receipt of equip-
ment. The actual signature of the person who received the
equipment is on the document retained. If the item was
ordered through the Navy Supply System, the receipt documen-
tation is turned over to Issua Control without further
action following forwarding of the Plant Account item
receipt to the Comptrcllsr Department.
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2 . Files U sjd
a. Requisiticn File (Prototype) - Appendix L
3 • Detailed Requirsman ts (Proto t yp e)






A. SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT BEGINS WITH DATA
The Carter Thesis, [ Bef . 1], focused on data flow
through the use cf data flow diagrams and the definition of
associared data stores. This paper took, the process a step
farther and defined the fields of records for the data
stores, after which specifications for logical manipulation
of the data was identified. This approach is an improvement
on the more conventional techniques and sysxems design
methods such as, Jackscn Methodology, [Ref. 10], and
Warnisr's Logical Construction of Programs, [Eef. 11 ]r which
contend thar systems design begins with iden-if icaticn of
entities, attributes, and data structures. With this conven-
tional approach, once the design is in progress its diffi-
cult to change. The method used in the Carter Thesis,
[Hef. 1], and this paper followed the approach of Gane and
Sarson, [Ref. 2], as well as Canning, [Ref. 12]. Both
approaches suggest that the new systems development metho-
dologies begin with data rather than process. This method
is especially beneficial if prototyping were used. By
putting emphasis on identifying the essential features of a
user's data requirements the essential features are data and
data relationships. Processes can be provided through auxi-
liary features of a Data Base [Management System. This
simplifies the traditional approach which assumes that both
"data" and "process" must be identified in the early stages.
Also, by concentrating on the data requirements, complete-
ness at the early stages of system design is not important
because this method allows for change.
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B. OSE THE PROTOTYPE APPROACH
The studies cf Naumann and Jenkins, [Ref. 8], confirm
•the fact that builders and users continue to be dissatisfied
with traditional approaches to system dsvelpment. Total
inforia-icn requirements are difficult to determine at the
onset and are subject to change. There is substantial risk
that when a system is implemented it will net meet the
user's needs. Prototypes permit extremely rapid construc-
tion of systems. They allow for user and middle maragement
involvement. If the users and middle managers feel that
their feedback will be taken into consideration and rapidly
implemented the result will be a better management informa-
tion system. It is, therefore, suggested that the prototype
approach be used to build a Plant Property aanagement
Information System at the Naval Postgraduate School.
C. OSE A CCMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE DATABASE MANAGEMENT SISTEH
Rather than developing a new database management system,
it would be better tc obtain a commercially available data-
base management system to incorporated in a Plant Property
Management Informaticn System for the Naval Postgraduate
School. A commercially obtained database management system
would have the benefit of reducing programming time. It
would in all probability have features not considered at
this time but would be beneficial in the future. Additional
commercial database benefits to be considered include.
1. The software will provide logical as well as physical
data representation.
2. The database may evolve without incurring high
maintenance costs.




4. Ccmmercial databases can easily provide answers to
unanticipated queries.
5. A data description language is usually provided for
the database administrator.
6. There is host computer language interface for appli-
cation users.
7. There is query language available for casual users.
D. HECOHHBNDATIONS
As in the Carter thesis ±z is recommended that efforts
cont-icue en the project to implement a usable Plant Froperry
Management Information System, The project is considered to
be a worthwhile exercise and would altimatrly benefit the
Naval Postgradua-^e School. Following this thesis tha next
logical step would be to explore the various commercially
available database programs and how well they meet the
requirements set forth in this paper. Ones a database along
with compatible hardware is selected the next step would ba
tc develcpe a working prototype management information
system for plant accounting and continue the iterative
process of refining it.
It is very important that at this point in the develope-
ment cf a Plant Equipment Management Information System that
Central Eata Processing Management at the Naval Postgraduate
School bcccme involved. This management information should
be part of a long range plan to administer all data at the
Naval Postgraduate School as a resource. This is because
data crosses boundaries into other areas and similiar appli-
cations. For instance, when the specifications for Plant
Account Equipment requisitioning could be used for requisi-
tionicg in general. Economies of scale and reduced redun-
dancy are a result of proper data processing management and





REQOIBEMEHTS - HSEH DEPABTMENT
A. REQUISITION CLEHK
1. Ability to accass Requisition File, Usar File, Funds
File and Property Records File based on ACCESS code.
2. Ability to create new Requisition Records.
3. Access Tio Requisition and Funds Files is limited to
only rhcse records identified to pertain to 'iha-
individual indicated by USER field.
4. Ability to browse the Requisition Pile in DATE,
SERIAL order including blanks.
5. Ability to pass Requisition Records to other nodes by
changing the PASS code.
6. Ability to obtain specialized Requisition File
reports to include or exclude specified elements and
records in a specified sequance.
7. Automatically extend and sum all item Quantities
(Q1Y(1...n) times Uni* Prices (aP(1 n) of the
Requisition Record and place Total in a field labeled
BO of the Requisition Record.
8. Ability to query the OPTAR balance which is computed
by talcing the User's OPTAR Grant in a particular Job
Order Number Category TOTOPT(USER) (SUP) in the Funds
File and adding the sum of -he balance adjustments
(BALADJ) of €ach Requisition Record and subtracting
the extended dollar value (BU) of the individual
user's transactions of each Requisition Record of
that particular Job Order Number (SUP) .
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EAL (USER) (SOP) =
(Sam (BALADJ (USER) (SU?)) )
minus
(Sam (BU (USER) (SUP) ) )
9. Abilizy to create new Property Record File records
based on access code.
10. Ability to input records inro the Property Record
File by filling in blanks on a skeletized DOD
Property Record, DD- 1342.
11. Ability to browse records of th^ Property Record File
in DC-1342 output forma*.
12. Ability to create hard copy DD-13a2 DOD Property
Record Forms from information contained in the
Property Record File.
13. Ability to select and access records of the Property
Record File by keying on selected individual fields
of the record. More than one record may be under a
selected individual key field.
14. Ability to generate reports containing selected
fields of records in the Property Record File, The
report should be in the sequence specified. For
example, if a report were required to contain all
equipment in a certain location belonging to a parti-
cular department, containing the serial number of the
equipment and ID/Government Tag Number, and be in
IE/Government Tag Number sequence the input parame-





b) Select Records limit:
BUILDING_HOOM = 43 9 232




Major Field = ID_GOV_TAG_NO
Minor Field = none
Minor Minor Field = none
15. Ability to generate repor-cs of equipment in the
Property Record File overdue for calibration. That
is CALIBRATICN_DOE_DATE minus LAST_CALIBHATION_D AT2
is negative. For example, if a report ware required
to contain all equipment overdue for calibration in
WcrX Center 940, containing nomenclature, manufac-
ture, model number, manufactures serial number,
ID/Gcvernment tag number (NID) , NSN (stock items) ,
calibration due date, last calibration date, and



















Major Field = BUILDING_ROOM
Minor Field = none
Minor Minor Field = none
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16. Ability to generate reports of equipment in the
Property Record File due for calibration within a
certain time frame. For example, if a report were
required to contain all all equipment due for cali-
bration between Julian date 3130 and 3160 in Work
Center 9U0, containing nomenclature, manufacture,
model number, manufactures serial number,
ID/Gcvernment tag number (NID) , NSN (stock it=ms) ,
calibration due date, last calibration date, and













b) Select Records limit:
WOSK_CENTER = 940
3130 < CALIBRATION_DJE_DATE < 3160
c) Sequence:
Major Field = BaiLDING_ROOM
Minor Field = none




1. ability to access Requisition File, User File and
Funds Fila based on ACCESS Codi.
2. Ability to creaxe new Requisition Records. The
SERIAL field cf that record mus- be in a series
assigned xo the inputting department as indicated in
the User File.
3. Access to the Requisition File is limited to those
records itentified by a asSR number in xhax CPIAR
Custodian's Deparxmant and ACCESS code.
U. Access to the Funds File is limixed to those records
identified by a USER number m that OPTAR Custodian's
Department or those records identifies by DEPT of
xhax OPTAR Custodian's Department as well as ACCESS
code.
5. Ability xo brcwse the Requisition File Records in
DATE, SERIAL Field order including blanks.
6. Ability to pass Requisition Records to other nodes by
changing xhe PASS code.
7. Ability to obtain specialized reports to include or
exclude specified elements and records in a specified
sequence
.
a. Auxomat ically exxend all ixem Quantities (QTy(1...n)
times Unit Prices (UP(1...n) of the Requisition
Reccid and place Total in a field labeled 3U of the
Requisition Record.
9. Ability to query each Users OPTAR balance which is
ccmpuxed by taking the User's OPTAR Grant in a parxi-
cular Job Order Number Category TOTOPT (SUP) (USER) in
ths Funding File and adding the sum of the balance
adjustments (EALADJ) (USER) of each Requisition Record
and subxracxing the extended dollar value 3U(USER) of
xhe individual user's transactions of =ach
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Requisition Becord of thar particular Jcb Order
Number (SUP) .
a) BAL(USER) (SOP) =
TOTCPT(SUP) (USSR)
plus
(Sum (BALADJ(USER) (SUP) ) )
minus
(Sum (BU(USER) (SUP) ) )
10. Ability to query the total OPTAR balance of each Job
Order Number Caxegory. The OPTAR Balance in an indi-
vidual Jcb Order Number category is computed by
taking the total OPTAR assigned in that category,
lOIOPT(SUP) (DEPT) of the Funds File and adding the
sum of all OPTAR balance adjustments and subtracting
tte total extensions of all Requisition Record totals
of all users in that department. The user records
can be identified by a block of serial numbers,
DEPTSERIES of the Serial File assigned to the
Department by the Comptroller.
a) BAL(SUP) (DEPT) =
OPTTCT(SUP) (SERIES)
plus
(sum (BALADJ (SUP) (SERIES) ) )
minu s
(sum (BU (SUP) (SERIES) ) )
11. Ability to access only Funds File Records identified
tc be that cf the requesting department. (i.e.
Subfield DEPT or USER of a field in a record cf Funds




EEQOIHEMENTS - BEIRCH ADMINISTRATION OFFICE (RAO)
A. BAO APPEOTAL AOTHORITT
1. Ability to access Requisition File, Osar File and
Funds File as determinad by ACCESS coda.
2. Ability to receive Requisition Records from User
Departments,
3. Ability to modify records as allowed by access cede.
U. Ability X.C forward Requisition Records to other nodes
as indicated by entering the appropriate PASS code
field of a requisition record.
5. Ability to obtain reports by Raimburesable Fund
Expenditure category, RMBEXP of tne Requisition File,
of all records which have an RMBEXP in DATE, SERIAL
sequence. The report is to contain the following
fields:
a) Amount Obligated
(ED of Requisition File)
b) Date of Entry
(RMBEXPDAT of Requisition File)
c) Expenditure Coda
(RMBEXP of Requisition File)
i) Nomenclature
(N0MEN1 of Requisition File)
e) Vendor
(SEND_TO of Requisition File)
f) Requisition Number
(EEQ, DATE, SERIAL Of Requisition File)
g) Purchase Order Number
(BELCRDNO of Requisition Fila)
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6. Afcility to query the Reimbursable Funds Balance in
each Reimbursable Funds Account Number catsgory,
RMEEXP of the Requisition File. The Reimbursable
Funds Balance (RMBBAL) is computed by t.aking the
-Qtal Reimbursable Funds allowed en each account
(RIF(RM?EXP) of the Funds File) + all CPTAR
Adjustments involving the Reimbursable Funds Category
in question. BALADJ (RHBEXP) of the Requisition File
minus the total pries of each requisition involving
the Reimbursable Funds Category in question
flO(RMBEXP).
a) RMEBAL (RMBEXP) =
RIF(RMBEXP)
plus
sum (BALADJ (RMBEXP) )
min us




BEQOIfiEMENIS - COMPTSOLLER DEPARTMENT
A. BUDGETING AND ACCOONTING DIVISION
1. Ability to access Requisitior. File, User File and
Funds File as determined by ACCESS coda.
2. Ability -co create new Bequisi-ion Records.
3. Access to Funds File is dexermined by ACCESS code.
4. Ability to brcwss Requisi-icn Records in Requisition
File in DATE, SERIAL order including blanks.
5. Ability tc pass Requisition Records to other nodes by
entering a PASS code in that, record.
6. Ability to obtain specialized reports from the
Requisition File to include or exclude specified
fields and records. The reports are to be in a
sequence specified by the requestor.
7. Automatically extend all item quantities, QTY(1...n)
times unit prices, UP(1...n) of newly created
Requisition Records and place total in a field
labeled BU of the Requisition Record.
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B. PLANT ACCOUNT CLERK
1. Receive and pass Requisitions Records based en PASS
cede.
2. Access to Requisition File is based on ACCESS code.
3. Access to only Requisition Records which have a
PASF(1. ..n) code entered or have been passed.
H. Ability tc brcwse and receive reports of Requisition
Records which have a Plant Account Suspense Fils Code
(PASF) entered. Reports are zc contain selected
fields to be determined by the Plant Account Clerk
and be in Julian Date (DATS of Requisition Record)
within Serial Number (SERIAL of Requisition Record)
sequence
.
5. Access to Property Record File based on ACCESS cede.
6. Ability to enter records into the Property Record
File by entering fields in a displayed mask resem-
bling a 00-1342 Property Record Form.
7. Ability to obtain a two lists of DATE, SERIAL fields
of records of the Requisition File which have:
a) PASF entered in the record of the Requisition File
and a corresponding STUB number in the Property
Record File.
b) PASF entered in the record of the Requisition File
and no corresponding STUB number in the Property
Record File.
8. Ability to obtain a hard copy of a DOD Property
Record (00-1342) from information contained in the
Property Record File.
9. When VALIDATION field of a record in the Property
Record File is entered Automatically clear the
PASF(1. ..n) field of the records of the Requisition
File which DATE and SERIAL fields of the record of
the Requisition File correspond to STUB of the record
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of the Property Record File which a VALIDATION code
was entered.
10. Ability to access Property Record Fila records by the
VAI_EArS field.
11. Ability to reference Property Record File records in
IE/GCV_TAG_NO within PROCESSOR_CODE sequence.
12. Ability to refsrenca Property Record File records by
IE/GCV_TAG_NO field. This is the NID Number.
13. Ability to reference Property Record File records by
NCMEN field.
1U. Ability to select and access r3cords of the Property
Record File by keying on selected individual fields
of the record. Mere than one record may be under a
selected individual key fisld.
15. Ability to generate reports containing sslectad
fields of records in the Property Record File. The
report should be in the saquenca specified. For
example, to print a repcrt for a complete Plant
Account Inventory tc distribute to all User
Departments in ID/Government Tag Number within
Possessor Code within DIPEC Control Number sequence















Major Field = P0SSESS0P._C0D2
Miner Field = BUILDING_ROOM




REQOIREMENTS - SUPPLY DEPAfiTMENT
A. ISSUE CCNTBOL DIVISION
1. Ability to access Requisition File, Jser File and
Property Record File based on ACCZSS code,
2. Ability to modify and add to fields of the
Requiremen-cs Eeccrd as determined by zhe ACCESS code.
3. Ability to display a skeletalizad DD-13U8 wirh perma-
nent or semi-permanent fields. The permanent or
semi-permanent fields to be determined and modified
by the Issue Control Division.
4. Ability to pass Requisition Records to other nodes by
entering a PASS code field in the Requisi-ion Record.
5. Automatically extend all item quantities, QTY(1...n)
times unit price, UP(1...n) of Requisition Records
which do not have a FINDBT coda ent-ered.
6. Ability to produce a hard copy DD-1348 document form
information ccn-ained in the Requisition File of
selected records.
7. Ability zo produce a hardcopy Naval message reguisi-




1. Ability to access Requisition File arid User File
based on ACCESS code.
2. Ability to display skeletal DD-1155 Purchase Order
ForiD with SF-36 Continuation Sheets, if necessary,
tfith permanent or semi-permanent fields filled (i.e.
A number of fields such as Block 6 of the DD-1155 are
virtually constant. In this case the order is always
frcm "Supply Officer, Naval Post Graduate School...)
and is constant.
3. Ability to transfer information from the Requisition
Record to fill in blank fields of the skeletonized
DD-1155 and SF-36.
4. Ability to modify the fields of the DD-1155 and SF-36
as required.
5. Ability to transfer these corresponding fields of the
DE-1155 and SF-36 to the Requisition File.
6. Ability tc transfer displayed DD-1155 and SF-36 to
the actual hard copies of the forms. Ability to
reference a Requisition Record by CCSTCODE,
REQUISITiON/PURCHASE REQUEST NO or DELIVERY CRDSR
NUMBER.
7. Ability to modify and add to fields of the




1. Th€ ability tc access records in -che Requisition File
and User File fcased on Access code.
2. Ability to access Requisition File records by docu-
ment number DATE (major field), SERIAL (minor field),
3. Ability to access Requisition File Rscords by
SS(1...n), given total or partial inforaation
contained in thax field. Note: There may be more
-ban one reccrd vit h xhe same SS(1...n) supply or
service. Also, the field SS(1...n) may contain mora
data than the access request. (i.e. The requesx
cculd be to locate "Model 506 1 A" , whereas, the field




D. HECEIET CONTHOL CIVISION
1. Th€ ability tc access rscords in the Requisition File
and User File tased on ACCESS coda.
2. Ability tc access Requisition File records by docu-
ment number DATE (major field), SERIAL (minor field),
3. Ability to access Requisition File Records by
SS(1...n), given total or partial
information contained in that field. Note: There
may be nore than one record with the same SS(1...n)
supply or service. Also, the field SS(1...n) many
contain mere data than the access request. (i.e. The
request could be to locate "Model 5061A", whereas,
the field SS(1...n) could actually contain "Model






A file is made up of records. A record is made up of
elements. The record description presented below consists
of an access code, data element and definition of that data
element. Included is a reference to appropriate forms if
used. Information contained in -he Requisi-ion File from
the DD-1348, SF-36 and DD-1155 are listed individually in
Appendix N through P. Each column Df the access code repre-
sents the access that a particular user has to the indicated
data element.
An ACCESS cede descripticn is presented at the end of
this appendix.
B. BECOBE DESCRIPTICN
ACCESS CODE ' ELEMENT
3. 1- 1.1. 1.3.3.1. 1 USER
User Identification Code
(Unique code to identify each
Eequisiticn Clerk (ultimata
user) )
U. 4. 1.1 . 1.3.3.1. 1 SSND_TO












(used to idantify "user" unzil
serial assigned by OPTAR
Cusrodian)
1.1 NO MEN 1
Nomenclature
(DD-1348 bl-C)
(name of item ordered through


























Stock Number additional data
(00-1348 cc 21-22)
O.C. 1.0. 1.3.3
9. Q.C. 1.0. 1.3.3
1 1. 4.4. 1.1. 1.3.3
12. 4.4. 1.1 . 1 .3.3
13. 4.4. 1.1 . 1 .3.3
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1U. 4.4. C.I . 1 .3.3.1.1 SERV1
Service Code Requisition'rr
(DD-1348 cc 30)
(DD-1155 bl 4, 1 of 4)
15. 1.4. 1.1. 1.3.3. 1.1 REQ
Document Number Requisiricner
(DD-1348 cc 31-35)
(DD-1155 bl 4, 2 of 4)
(DD-1155 bl 6, 2 Df 2)
16. 1.4. 1.1 . 1. 1. 1. 1. 1 DATE
Dccumen- Number Dare
(DD-1348 CC 36-39)
(DD-1155 bl 4, 3 of 4)
17. 1.4. 1.1 . 1.1. 1 .1.1 SERIAL
Docum^m: Naaber Serial
(DD-1348 cc 40-^3)








20. 4.4. 1.1. 1 .3. 3.1.1 SUP
Supplemenrary Address
(DD-1348 cc 46-50)
(also called Job Order Number)
21. 4. 4. C.I. 1.3. 3. 1.1 SIG
Signal Code
(DD-1348 cc 51)





23. a. 4. 1.1 . 1.1 . 1 .1,
24. 4.4. 1.1. 1.1. 1.1





30. 3.3. 3.3. 3.3.3.3,
31. 4.4.0.0.0.3.3. 1,
32. 4.4. CO. 0,0.0.0.







































35. O.C. CO. 0.0.0.0.0












42. O.C CO. 0.0.0.0.0
43. CO. CO. 0.0. 0.0.0
44. O.C CO. 0.0. 0.0.0

































Appropriation Symbol and Subhead
(DD-1348 bl M)





50. 0. CO. 0.0. 0.3. 0.0 TaANS_TYPE
Transaction "cyps
(DD-1348 bl 0, 1 of 2)
(DD-1155 bl 17, 7 of 11)
51. 0.0.0.0.0.0.3.0.0 OBJ^CLASS
Object class
(DD-1348 bl 0, 2 of 2)
(DD-1155 bl 17, 3 of 11)
52. 3.3.3.3.3.3.3.1.1 BUREAU_CONT_NO
Bureau Control Nuaber
(DD-1348 bl P, 1 of 2)
(DD-1 155 bl 17, 4 of 11)
53. 3.3.3.3.3.3.3.1.1 SUB^ALLOT
Sub-Allot,man-
(DD-1348 bl P, 2 of 2)
(DD-1155 bl 17, 5 of 11)





(DD-1155 bl 17, 6 of 11)
56. 0.0.0.0. 0.0.0.0,0 S
57. O.C. 0.0.0.0. 0.0.0 T
(DD-1348 bl S)
(DD-1348 bl T)
53. 1.1. 1.1 . 1.1. 1. 1.1 TOT.PR
Total Pric3
59. CO. CO. 0.0. 0.0.0 V
(DD-1348 bl U)
(DD-1155 bl 17, 11 of 11)
(DD-1155 bl 25)
(DD-1 348 bl V)
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60. 4.1*. 1.1 . 1.5.5.1.1 IN(1...n)
Item number
(SF 36) , (DD-1155 bi 18)
("n" is variable depending




(SF 36) , (DD-1155 bl 19)
("n" is variable depending





(SF 36) , (DD- 1155 bl 20)
("n" is variable depending





(SF 36) , (DD-1155 bl 21)
("n" is variable depending




(SF 36), (DD-1155 bl 22)
("n" is variable depending









70. a. a. 0.1 .1 .3.3
71. 4.4. 1.1 .1.3.3
72. 0.0. CO. 0.0.3
73. 0.0. CO. 0.0.
3
7a. 0. ceo. 0.0.
.0.0 PASS
Pass code
(Indicates "node passed from",
"node passed xo", Julian date
passed")
.3.3 QTY_REC_PAR (1. ..n)
Indicates parxial quantity
received
.3.3 EEC_BY_PAR (1 .. .n)
Indicates who received the
partial quantity
.3.3 REC_DATE_?AR (1. . .n)




(Used for increases or decrease











Certified for National Defense




& phone of issurer
(DD-1 155 bl 6, 1 of 2)
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75. CO. CO. 0.0. 3. 1.1 ADMIN_BY
Administered by
(DD-1155 bl 7, 1 of 2)
76. 0.0.0.0.0.0.3.0.0 ADMIN_BY_CODE
Unit idsntif icaticn code
(DD-1155 bl 7, 2 of 2)
77. CO. CO. 0.0. 3. 0.0 DELIVESY_F03
Indicates if delivery is
"Destination" or "Other"
(DD-1155 bi 8)
78. 0. CO. 0.0.0. 3.1.1 CONTRACTOR_QUOTER
Indicaxas name and address
(DD-1155 bl 9, 1 of 3)
79. 0.0.0.0.0.0.3.1.1 CONTRACTOR_QUOTOR_CODE
(DD-1155 bi 9, 2 of 3)
80. 0.0.0.0.0.0.3.1.1 CONTRACTOR_QUOTOR_FACILirY_CODE




82. 0. ceo. 0.0. 3. 1.1 CHECK_IF





84. O.C CO. 0.0. 3. 0.0 MAIL_INVOICSS_TO
(DD-1155 bl 13)
85. O.C. CO. 0.0. 3. 1.1 SHIP_TO
Indicates who and where to ship
material
(DD-1155 bl 1U, 1 of 2)
36. 0. ceo. 0.0. 3. 1.1 SHIP_TO_CODE
(DD-1155 bl 14, 2 of 2)
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37. 0.0.0.0.0.0.3.0.0 ?A YMENT_WILL_3E_M ADE_BY
(DD-1155 bl 15, 1 of 2)
88, 0.0.0.0.0.0.3.0.0 PA YMENT_WILL_BE_MADE_BY_CODZ
(DD-1155 bl 15, 2 of 2)
8S. 0.0.0.0.0.0.3.0.0 TYPE_OF_ORDER
Indicatas aither "Delivery" cr
"Purchase"
(DD-1155 bl 16, 1 of 6)
90. O.C. CO. 0.0. 3. 0.0 REFERENCE^YOUH
(DD-1155 bl 16, 2 of 6)
91. O.C. 0.0.0.0.3.0.0 CLAUSE_NO
Incicaiias "Number 13" or
"Number 15"
(DD-1155 bl 16, 3 of 6)
92. 0.0.0.0.0.0.3.0.0 SP ZCIAL_PR07ISI0NS
(DD-1155 bl 16, 4 of 6)
93. O.C. CO. 0.0. 3. 0.0 AD DITIONAL_GENERAL_PROVISIONS
(DD-1155 bl 16, 5 of 6)
9U. 0.0. CO. 0.0. 3, 0.0 RST03N_C0PIES
(DD-1155 bl 16, 6 of 6)
95. 0. ceo. 0.0. 3. 1.1 ITEM_NO
(DD-1155 bl 17, 1 of 11)
96. 0. ceo. 0.0.3. 1.1 PROPERTY_ACCTG_ACTIVITY
Property accounzing activity
(DD-1155 bl 17, 8 of 11)
97. O.C CO. 0.0. 3.1.1 COUNTRY_CODE
(DD-1155 bl 17, 9 of 11)
98. 0. ceo. 0.0. 3. 0.0 COST_CODE
(DD-1155 bl 17, 10 of 11)












102. 0. C. a. 0. 1.0.0.0.0 EXPCD
Expenditure Code
103. 0.0.0. 3. 1.0. 0.0. OPVAL
CPTAR Validation
104. O.C.O. 0.3. 0. 0.0. PASF(1...n)
Plan Accoun- Suspense File Cede
105. 3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3 MSG
Message
(Indicates message send from one
node to another, can be changed




Code (Indicares category cf
reiabursaole funds)
107. 0.0.3. 0.0.0-0.0. RM3EXPDAT
Heiaibursabla Expenditure Date
(Indicates da"ce requisition
record checicid to verify
reimbursabla funds)
1C8. 0.0.0.3 .0. 0. CO. TENDBT
Tentative Debit Code
(Tentatively indicates that the
appropriate user department
CPTAR or Reimbursable Fund
Account is to be dsbited)
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109. C. 0.0. 3. 1.1 . 1.0.0 FINDBT
Final Debit Code





C. ACCESS CODE DESCRIPTION
1. Access Code (column 1)
a) User Departaent (Requisition Clerk)




• 4 read/write if PASS < 2
read if PASS > 1
2. Access Code (column 2)
a) OSER DEPARIJ5ENT (Optar Custodian)
• data net used
• 1 Read
• 2 Write 3 Read/Write
• 4 Read/Write if PASS >2
Read if PASS not equal 2
3. Access code (cclunin 3)
a) RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION OFFICE (RAO)
« data net used
• 1 read
• 2 w r ir e
• read/write
4. Access Code (Cciuan 4)
a) CCIIPTROLLSR DEPARTI^ENT (Buge-ing and Accounting)




5. Access Code (Cclumn 5)







Access Code (Cclumn 6)
a) SUPPLY DEPAETMENT (Issue Control Division)




• 5 raad/write until Final Dabir Code (FINDBT)
field is filled
Access Code (Cclumn 7)





• 5 read/write until Final Debit Code (FINDBT)
en-ered in Requisition Record
Access code (cclumn 8)




Access code (cclumn 9)









A file is made up of records. A record is made up of
elements. The record description presented below consists
of an access code, data element and definition of that data
element. Each column of the access code represents the
access that a particular user has ro the indicated data
element.




1. 0.1.C.3 TOTOEI(SaP) (DEPT)
(Total OPTAS assigned each
CPTAR Custodian in a
particular Job Order Number
category (SUP) . There is a
unique 0P3AL for each
(SUP) (DEPT) combination.
SUP corresponds to the
Requisi-ion File. DEPT
represents a unique code assigned





(Total OPTAR assigr.ed each USER
in a particular Job Order Namoer
category (SOP) . There is a
unique OPBAL for each (SUP) (USER)
combination. SUP and USER
correspond zo the Requisition
File.)
O.G.3.0 TOTRIf (RMPEXP)
Total Reimbursable Funds per
RMPEXP category
(There is an RI? for every




C. ACCESS CODE DESCRIPTION
1. ACCESS Coda (column 1)





2. Access Code (column 2)





3. Access Code (column 3)





1. Access Code (Cclumn 4)










& file is made up of records, A record is made up of
elam^nts. The lecoid descrip-tion presented below consist.3
of an access code, data elemen- and definition of that data
element. Each column of zhe access code represents the
access that a particular user has to t.he indicated data
element
.







Serial Series and Department
Name. (Each department is
assigned a unique number
series to be used by that





2. 0. 3. C.I .0.0.0.0.0 USERSER/USER
aser Serial Series/Name
Contains the Department User
Series and Department User
Name.
(Each Departmsnx User is
assigned a unique numbar
series from within the
Departmeni: Serial individual
USER code of the Requisition






C. ACCESS CODE DESCBIPTION
1. Access Code (Cclumn 1)
a) USES DEPARTMENT (Hequisition Clerk)
• not used
• 3 read/write
• 4 read/write antil VALIDATION field entered in
Eequisiticn Record, then read only.
2. Access Code (Column 2)
a) USER DEPARTMENT (CPTAR Custodian)
• not used
• 3 read/write
3. Access Code (Cclumn 3)
a) RESEARCH ACMIN ISTRATION OFFICE (RAO)




U. Access Code (Column U)





5. kccQss Code (Cclumn 5)







6. Access Code (Cclumn 6)






Access Code (Column 7)





8. Access Code (Column 8)





9. Access Code (Column 9)










A file is mada up of records. A record is mads up of
siemenrs. The record description prasented below consists
of an access code, data element and definition of that data
element. Reference to forms is included if appropriate.
Each column of the access code represents the access that a
particular user has tc the indicated dara element.
An ACCESS code description is presented at the end of
this appendix.
B. RECCHD EESCRIPTICN
iCCESS CODE EL EME NT
1. 4. U. a. 4. 3.4. a. U. 4 ACTIVE
Indicares active record
(DD-1342 bl 1, 1 of 4)
2. 4.4.4.4.3.4.4.4.4 INTIIAL
Indicates initial record
(DD-1342 bl 1, 2 of 4)
3. 4.4. 4.4. 3.4.4.4.4 IDLE
Indicates idle record
(DD-1342 bl 1, 3 of 4)
4. 4.4.4.4.3.4.4.4,4 CHANGE
Indicates change record



























15. 4.4.4.4.3.4.4.4.4 CO MMAND__CODE
(DD-13a2 bl 12)
16. 4.4.4.4.3.4.4.4.4 AD MIN_OFFICE_CODE
(DD-1342 Dl 13)
17. 4.4.4.4.3.4.4.4.4 NA ME_OF_MANUFACTa RER
(DD-1342 Dl 14)
18. 4.4.4.4.3.4.4.4.4 MF RS_CODE
(DD-1342 bl 15)





















































(DD-1342 bl 26, 1 of 2)
DESCRIPTION_AND_CA?aCITY
(DD-1342 bl 26, 2 of 2)
QUANTITY (1 n)
(DD-1342 bl 27, 1 of 9)
H0RSEPOHER(1 .. .n)
(DD-1342 bl 27, 2 of 9)
VOLTS (1. ..n)
(DD-1342 bl 27, 3 of 9)
PHASE (1. ..n)
(DD-1342 bl 27, 4 of 9)
CYCLE (1 ...n)











(DD-1342 bl 27, 6 of 9)
DC (1...n)
(DD-1342 bl 27, 7 of 9)
SPEED (1...n)
(DD-1342 bl 27, 8 of 9)
TYPE_AND_FRAME_NUMBEH(1 n)




(DD-1342 bl 28, 1 of 2)
41. 3.4.4.4.3.4.4.4.4 BO ILDING^ROO
M
Indicates number of building
and room of equipment






Can item be stored and maintained









(DD-1342 bl 31, 2 of 2)
QUESTION_32

















Are ma in:: e ma nee costs normal?
(DD-1342 bl 34)
50. 3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3 QUESTION_35




















Is item severable wizhout damage
•CO components?




If net severable without damage
to components, what, would
the replacement, cost of the
components be?
(DD-1342 bl 40, 2 of 2)
57. 3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3 QUESTI0N_41
Is item in operable condition?
(DD-1342 bl 41)
58. 3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3 QUESTI0N_42
Must item be repaired/rebuilt/
overhauled to perform all
functions?
(DD-1342 bl 42, 1 of 2)
59. 3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3 QUESTION_42a
If repair/rebuilding/cverhauling
is necessary, what is the
cost?
(DD-1342 bl 42, 2 of 2)
60. 3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3 QaESTION_43




























71. a. 4. a. 4. 3. U. 4.
4
3 QUESTION_47




















Explaination to no answers fcr
questions 32,33,34,35,43,44,
45,46,47. Also, description
of how item was last used.
(DD-1342 bl 54, 1 of 4)
4 STUB
Corresponds to DATE, SERIAL
fields of the Rsguisixicn
Pile. The date and serial
number of the requisition
material was ordered under.




Indicates daxe material received
(DD-1342 bl 54, 3 of 4)
73. 4.4.4.4.3.4.4.4.4 CONS
Indicates from where material
received was ordered.
(DD-1342 bl 54, 4 of 4)
74. 3.3,3,3.3.3.3,3.3 CONSIGNEE














77. 3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3 DA TE_PR0C2ED
S
Indicates date of disposition
and proceeds if sold
(DD-1342 bl 56a)
78. 3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3 VALIDATION
Indicates names of validating
person
(DD-1342 bl 57)
79. 3-0.0.0. 0.0.0.0.0 NSN
Indicates National Stock Number
30. 3.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0 CALI3RATI0N_DUE_DATE
Julian dat 2 calibration due
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81. 3. C. 0.0. 0.0.0.0.0 LAST_CALIBRATION_DATE
Julian da-£ of last calibration
32. 3. C. CO. 0.0.0.0.0 WORK_CENTSR




C. ACCESS CODE DESCEIPTION
1. Access Code (Column 1)
a) USER DSPASIMENT ( BequisiTiioa Cleric)
• nox us€d
• 3 read/write
• 4 read/write until VALIDATION field enxsred in
Requisition Record, then read only.
2. Access Code (Cclumn 2)
a) USER DEPARTMENI (0PTA3 Custodian)
• non used
• 3 read/write
• 4 read/write until VALIDATION fi=ld entered in
Requisition Record, then read only.
3. Access Code (Column 3)
a) RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION OFFICE (3A0)




• 4 read/write until VALIDATION fiald entered in
Requisition Record, then read only.
4. Access Code (Cclumn 4)
a) CCMPT ROLLER DEPARTMENT (Bug=ting and Accounting)
• net used
• 1 read
• 2 w r it e
• 3 read/write
• 4 rsad/write until VALIDATION field entered in
Requisition Record, than read only.
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5. Access Code (Cclumn 5)
a) CCMPTRCLLEB DEPARTMENT (Plant Account Clark)
• not used
• 1 read
• 2 writ a
• 3 read/writa
• 4 read/writa until VALIDATION field entered in
Requisiticn Record, -hen read only.
6. Access Code (Cclumn 6)





• H read/wrixe until VALIDATION field entered in
Requisition Record, then read only.
7. Access Code {Column 7)





• 4 read/write until VALIDATION fiild entered in
Requisi-cicn Record, then read only,
8. Access Code (Ccluan 8)





• 4 read/write until VALIDATION field entered in
Requisition Record, then read only.
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9. Access Code (Cclumn 9)





• U read/writs unxil VALIDATION fisld entered





BEQOIHBMENTS (PROTOTYPE) - USEE DEPARTMENT
A. REQUISITION CLERK
1. Ability tc acc(?ss Requisition File (Prototype), User
File (Prototype) and Property Records File
(Prototype) based on ACCESS code.
2. Access to Requisition and Funds Files is limited to
only those records identified to pertain to that
individual indicated by USER field.
3. Ability tc browse the Riquisition File (Prototype) in
DATE, SERIAL crder including blan]<:s.
U. Ability to obtain specialized Requisition File
(Prototype) reports to include or exclude specified
elements and records in a specified sequence.
5. Ability to select and access records of the Property
Record File (Prototype) by keying on selected indivi-
dual fields of the record. More than one rrcord may
be under a selected individual Icey field.
6. Ability to generate reports containing selected
fields of records in the Property Record File
(Prototype) . The report should be m the sequence
specified. Fcr example, if a report were required to
contain all equipment in a certain location belonging
to a particular department, containing the serial
-umfcir of the equipment and ID/Government Tag Number,
and be in ID/Government Tag Number sequence the input







t) Select Records limit:
BUILDING_ROOfl = 409 232
POSSESSOR_CODE = 62271 (7685435)
c) Sequence:
Major Field = ID_G07_TAG_N0
Minor Field = none
Minor Minor Field = none
7. Ability to generate reports of equipment in the
Property Record File (Proto-ypa) overdue for calibra-
tion. That is the calibration due date
(CALIBRATION_EUE_DATE) minus the las- calibration
date (LAST_C ALIBRATION^DATE) is negative. For
example, if a repor" were required to contain all
equipment overdue for calibration in Work Center 940,
containing nomenclature, manufacture, model number,
manufactures serial number, ID/Governmen- rag number
(NID) , NSN (stock items), calibration due data, last
calibration date, and location (DIP5C_CCNTR0L_N0)












b) Select Records limit:
WORK_CSNTER = 940






Major Field = BUILDING^ROOM
Minor Field = none
Minor Minor Fiald = none
Ability ro generate raports of eguipment in the
Property Record File (Prototype) due for calibration
within a certain time frame. For example, if a
report were reguired tc contain all all eguipment due
for calibration between Julian date 3130 and 3160 in
Work Center 9U0, containing nomenclature, manufac-
-ure, model number, manufactures serial nun'ber,
ID/Gcvernment tag number (NID) , NSN (stock, items) ,
calibration due date, last calibration date, and

















Major Field - BaiLDING_500M
Minor Field = none




BEQOIEEMENTS (PBOTOTYPE) - COHPTROLLEB DEPARTMENT
A. PLANT ACCOUNT CLERK
1. Access -o Requisition File (Prototype) is based on
ACCESS code.
2. Ability to browse and extract reports of Requisition
Records which have a Plant Account suspense File Code
(PASF (1- . .n) ) entered. Reports are to contain
selected fields to be determined by the Plant Account
Clerk and be in Julian Date (DATE of Requisition
Record) within Serial Number (SERIAL of Requisition
Record) sequence.
3. Access to Property Record File (Prototype) based on
ACCESS code.
4. Ability tc input records to the Property Record File
(Prototype) by entering fields in a displayed mask
resenbling a DD-1342 Property Record Form.
5. Ability tc obtain a two lists of DATE, SERIAL fields
of records of the Requisition File which have:
a) PASF(1...n) entered in the record of the
Requisition File (Prototype) and a corresponding
STUB number in the Property Record File
(Prototype)
.
b) PASF(1...n) entered in the record of the
Requisition File (Prototype) and no corresponding
STUB number in the Property Record File
(Prototype)
6. Ability to obtain a hard copy of a DOD Property
Record (DD-13'42) from information contained in the




7. When VMIDATICN field of a record m *he Property
Record File (Prototype) is anrered Autcmaxically
clear the PASF(1...n) field of the records of the
Requisition File (Prototype) which DATE and SERIAL
fields of the record of -che Requisition File
(Prototype) correspond to STUB of the record of the
Property Record File (Prototype) which a VALIDATION
cede was entered.
8. Ability to access Property Record File (Prototype)
records by the VALIDATE field.
9. Ability to reference Property Record File (Prototype)
records in ID/G07_TAG_N0 within PR0CESSOR_C0DE
sequence.
10. Ability to reference Property Record File (Prototype)
records by ID/GOV_T AG_NO field. This is the NID
Number.
11. Ability to reference Property Record File (Prototype)
records by NOMEN field.
12. Ability to select and access records of the Property
Record File (Prototype) by l^eying on selected indivi-
dual fields of the record. More than one record may
be under a sslected individual key field.
13. Ability to generate reports containing selected
fields of records in the Property Record File
(Prototype). The report should be in the sequence
sp€cified. For example, to print a report for a
ccmplete Plant Account Inventory to distribute to all
User Departmsnts in ID/Government Tag Number within
Possessor Code within DIPEC Control Number sequence











fc) Select Records Limit:
select all records
c) Sequence:
Major Field = POSSESSOR_CODE
Minor Field = BaiLDING_ROOM
Minor Minor Field = ID/GOV TAG NO
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BBQDIREMENTS (PROTOTYPE) - SUPPLY DEPIBTMENT
A. HZCEI¥ING DIVISION
1. The abili-y tc access records in the Requisition File
(Ero^otype) and User File (Pro-otype) based on Access
cede.
2. Ability to access Reqnisirion File (Prototype)
records by document number DATE (major field) , SERIAL
(miner field)
,
3. Ability to access Requisition File (Prc-otype)
records by SS(1...n)
,
given co-al or partial infcrma-
ticn contained in that field. Note: There may be
more ':han one record with the same SS(1...n) supply
or service. Also, the field SS(1...n) may contain
more data than the access request. (i.e. The request
could be to locate "Model 5061 A" , whereas, the field




B. BECEIET CONTROL DIVISIOH
1. The ability tc access records in tha Reqaisition File
(Prototype) and Qser File (Prototype). based on
ACCESS code.
2. Ability to access Requisition File (Prototype)
records by document number DATE (major field) , SERIAL
(liner field)
,
3. Ability to access Requisition File (Prototype)
records by SS(1...n)
,
given total or partial infcrroa-
ticn contained in that field. Note: There may be
more than one record with the same SS(1...n) supply
or service. Also, the field SS(1...a) may contain
more data than the access request. (i.e. The
raguiest could be to locate "Model 5061 A", whereas,
tfce field SS(1...n) could actually contain "Model






A file is mada up of r<2cords. A record is made up of
alaments. The record descripzion presented below consists
of an access code, data element and definition of that data
element. Reference to forms is included if appropriate.
Each cciumn of the access cede represents the access that a
particular user has tc the indicated data alenient.




1. 4.0.0.0. 1.0.0. 1. 1 FSC
Stock Number FSC




3. I.e. 0.0. 3. 0,0. 1.1 SEQ
Document Number Requisiticner
(DD-1348 cc 31-35)
(DD-1155 bl 4, 2 of 4)










(DD-1155 bl 4, 4 of 4)
6. I.C.0.0. 1 .0.0.1.1 IN(1...n)
Item numbar
(SF 36) , (DD-1155 bl 18)
("n" is variable depending
en number of items per
requisition)
7. 1. C.0.0. 1 .0.0. 1. 1 SS(1...n)




("n" is variable depending








("n" is variable depending








("n" is variable depending









11. I.C.C. 0.1 .0.0.3.
12. 1.0.0.0.1.0.0.3.
13. I.e. CO. 3. 0.0. 1,1
14. 1.0.0.0-3.0.0.1,
15. 1.0.0.0.3.0.0.1.
16. 1.0. CO. 1.0.0.3.
17. 1. CO. 0. 1 .0.0.3.
18. I.e. 0.0. 3. 0.0.0.
3 REC_BY_PAR(1 .. .n)
Indicatas who received th3
partial quantity
3 ESC_DATE_PAR (1. ..n)
Indicates rececpt date of partial
quantity
CONORD_NO






Indicates name and address














Access Code (column 1)
a) User Department (Eequisition Clerk)




Access Code (cclumn 4)





Access code (column 8)




Access code (cclumn 9)







PfiOPEBTY RECORD FILE (PROTOTYPE)
A. GENERAL
A file is made uf cf records. A record is made up of
elements. The record dsscription prasen-ed below consists
of an access code, data element and definition of -hat data
element. Reference to forms is included if appropriate.
Each cclunin cf the access cede represents the access that a
particular user has to the indicated data element.
An ACCESS code description is presented at the end of
this appendix, a particular ulement of a record
B. RECORD CESCHIPTICN
ACCESS CODE ELEMENT
1. I.e. CO. 3. 0.0. 0.0 ACTIVE
Indicates active record
(DD-1342 bl 1, 1 of 4)
2. 1.0.0.0.3.0.0.0.0 INITIAL
Indicates initial record
(DD-13i42 bl 1, 2 of U)
3. I.e. 0.0. 3. 0.0. 0.0 IDLE
Indicates idle record
(DD-1342 bl 1, 3 of 4)
4. 1.0.0.0.3.0.0.0.0 CHANGE
Indicates change record







7. I.e. 0.0,3. 0.0.0,




















































































2S. I.e. 0.0. 3. 0.0. 0.0
30. 1.0.0.0.3.0.0.0.0
31. I.e. 0.0. 3. 0.0.
32. 1.0.0.0.3.0.0,
33. 1.0.0.0.3.0.0
3a. 1. C. 0.0.3.0.0


























(DD-1342 bl 26, 1 of 2)
DESCEI?TION_AND_CAPACITY
(DD-1342 bi 26, 2 of 2)
QOANTITY (1 n)
(DD-1342 bl 27, 1 of 9)
HORSEPOWER (1 .. .r.)
(DD-1342 bl 27, 2 of 9)
VOLTS (1. ..n)
(DD-1342 bl 27, 3 of 9)
PHASE (1 . ..n)
(DD-1342 bl 27, 4 of 9)
CYCLE (1. ..n)
(DD-1342 bl 27, 5 of 9)
AC (1. ..n)
(DD-1342 bl 27, 6 of 9)
DC (1. ..n)
(DD-1342 bl 27, 7 of 9)
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38. I.e. 0.0. 3.0. 0.0.0 SPEED(1...a)
(DD-1342 bl 27, 8 of 9)
39. I.e. CO. 3.0.0.0.0 TYPE_AND_FRAME_NaMBES(1 n)
(DD-1342 bl 27, 9 of 9)
40. 3.0.0.0.3.0.0.0.0 PR ESENT^LOCATION
Indicates command where
equipment is located
(DD-1342 bl 28, 1 of 2)
41. 3.0.0.0.3.0.0.0.0 BDILDING_ROOM
Indicates number of building
and room of equipment
(DD-1342 bl 28, 2 of 2)
42. 3.0.0.0.3.0.0.0.0 DI PEC_CONTROL_NO
(DD-1342 bl 28a)
43. 1. CO. 0.3. 0.0. 0.0 POSSESSOR_CODE
(DD-1342 bl 29)
44. 3.0.0.0.3.0.0.0.0 QUESTION_30
Can item be s-ored and maintained





(DD-1342 bl 31, 1 of 2)
46. 3.0.0.0.3.0.0.0.0 QaESTI0N_3lA
Date rebuilt/overhauled?
(DD-1342 bl 31, 2 of 2)
47. 3.0.0.0.3.0.0.0.0 QaESTION_32










Are inaintemance costs normal?
(DD-1342 bl 34)
50. 3.0.0.0.3.0.0.0.0 QUESTION__35
Are safety devices adequate and
satisfactory?
(DD-1342 bl 35








53. 3. CO. 0.3.0. 0.0.0 QUESTION_38




Will adjustments or calibration
correct deficiencies?
(DD-1342 bl 39)
55. 3. CO. 0.3. 0.0. 0.0 QUESTION_40
Is item serviceable without
damage to components?
(DD-1342 bl 40, 1 of 2)
56. 3.0.0.0.3.0.0.0.0 QUESTION_40A
If not serviceable without damage
to components, what would
tha replacement cost of the
components be?









63. 3. CO. 0.3 .0.0.0.
en. 3.0.0.0.3.0.0.0.
Q0ESTI0N_4 1
Is item in operable conditio-.?
(DD-1342 bl 41)
QaESTION_42
Must item be repaired/rabuilt/
overhauled to perform all
functions?
(DD-13a2 bl 42, 1 of 2)
QaESTION_42a
If rep air /rebuilding/over hauling
is necessary, what is the
cost?
(DD-1342 bl 42, 2 of 2)
QUESTION_43






























When will item be ready for
redistribution
(DD-1342 bl 51)
68. 3.0.0.0.3.0.0.0.0 CO NDITION^CODE
(DD-1342 bl 52)
69. 3.0.0.0.3.0.0.0.0 OP ERATING_TEST_CODE
(DD-1342 bl 53)
70. 3.0.0.0.3.0.0.0-0 REMAfiKS
Explaination xo no answers for
qu2S-ions 32,33,34,35,^3,44,
45,46,4 7. Also, description
of how item was last used.
(DD-1342 bl 54, 1 of <A)
71 . I.e. 0.0. 3. 0.0. CO STUB
Corresponds -o DATE, SERIAL
fields of th'5 Requisi-icn
File. The da-a and serial
number of the requisition
material was ordered under.
(DD-1342 bl 54, 2 of 4)
72. 1.0.0.0.3.0.0.0.0 DATE
Indicates date material received.




Indicates from where ma-tsrial
received was ordered.
(DD-1342 bl 54, 4 of 4)
74. I.e. CO. 3. 0.0. 0.0 CONSIGNEE















Indicates date of disposition
and proceeds if sold
(DD-1342 bl 56a)
78. I.e. 0.0. 3. 0.0. 0.0 VALIDATION




Indicates National Stocic Number
80. 3.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0 CALIBRATION_DUE_DATS
Julian date calibration due
81. 3.0.0.0. 0.0.0.0.0 LAST_CALI3RATI0N_DATE








C. ACCESS CODE DESCRIPTION
1. Access Code (Cclumn 1)
a) USER DEPARTMENT (Requisition Clark)
« not us€d
• 3 read/write
• 4 read/writs until VALIDATION field entered in
Requisition Record, than read only.
2. Access Code (Column 2)
a) USER DEPARIiJENT (CPTAR Custodian)
• not used
• 3 read/write
• 4 read/wrire until VALIDATION field entered in
Requisition Record, then read only.
3. Access Code (Cclumn 3)
a) RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION OFFICE (RAO)
• data not used
• 1 read
• 2 w r it e
• 3 read/write
• 4 read/write un^il VALIDATION field entered in
Requisition Record, then read only.
4. Access Code (Column 4)
a) CCMPTRCLLER DEPARTMENT (Bugeting and Accounting)
• nor uscd
• 1 r e ad
• 2 write
• 3 read/write
• 4 read/write until VALIDATION field entered in
Requisition Record, then read only.
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5. Access Code (Column 5)





• 4 read/writs until VALIDATION field entered in
Requisition Record, then read only.
6. Access Code (Column 6)





• 4 read/writs until VALIDATION fisld entered in
Requisiticn Record, then read only.
7. Access Code (Cciumn 7)





• 4 read/write until VALIDATION field entered in
Requisiticn Record, then read only.
8. Access Code (Cclumn 8)
a) SUPPLY DEPARTMENT (Receiving Division)
• not used
• 1 read
• 2 w r it e
• 3 read/write
• 4 read/write until VALIDATION field entered in
Requisi-icn Record, tnen read only.
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Access Code (Column 9)





• 4 read/write until VALIDATION field anrersd in




BEQOISIIION FILE (DD-1348 FIELDS)
A. GENERAL
This is not a separata file but a reference which lists
the fields of the Bequisition File which contain DD-1348
Bequisiticn Document Data. A file is made up of records. A
record is made up cf elements. The record description
presented below consists of an access code, data element and
definition of that data element. Included is a reference to
particular forms if used. Each column cf the access cods
represen-s the access thax a particular user has xo the
indicated data element.




1. U. 4. 1.1
.
1.3.3.1.1 SEND_TO





(used to identify "user" until




3. 4. U. 1.1 . 1.3.3.1.1 N0MEN1
Nom9nclacur3
(DD-1348 bl-C)
(name of item ordered through
















9. 0.0. 1.0. 1.3.3.1.1 M.&.S
Media and Status Code
(DD-1348 cc 7)
10. 4.4. 1.1. 1 .3.3.1.1 FSC
Stock Number FSC
(DD-1348 cc 8-11)
11. 4.4.1.1. 1.3.3. 1.1 NUN
Stock Number NUN
(DD-1348 cc 12-20)
12. 4.4. 1.1 . 1.3.3.1.1 ADDT
Stock Number additional data
(DD-1348 cc 21-22)





1U. 1.U. 1.1. 1.3.3.1.1 REQ
Document Number Requisiticnar
(DD-1348 cc 31-35)
15. I.a. 1.1. 1.1. 1.1.1 DATE
Document Number Date
(DD-1348 cc 36-39)










19. 4.4. 1.1 . 1 .3. 3.1.1 SUP
Supplementary Address
(DD-1343 cc 46-50)




21. 4.4. 1.1. 1 .1. 1.1.1 FUND
Fund Code
(DD-1348 cc 52-53)
22. 4.4. 1.1 . 1.1 . 1 .1.1 DIS
DisxribuTion
(DD-1348 cc 54-56)
23. 4.4. 1.1 . 1.1. 1.1.1 PROJ
Pro jecT
(DD-1348 cc 57-59)










30. 4.U. 0.0.0.3,3. 1.1
31. 4.4.0.0.0.0.0.0,0
32. 4.4.0.0.0.0.0-0.0

















































39. O.C. CO. 0.0.0.0.0 C75
(DD-13U8 CG 75)
40. 0. O.C. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0 C76
(DD-1348 cc 76)
41. O.C. CO. 0.0.0.0.0 C77
(DD-1348 cc 77)
42. 0.0. CO. 0.0.0.0.0 C78
(DD-1348 cc 78)
43. CC. CO. 0.0. 0.0.0 C79
(DD-1348 cc 79)





46. 0.0.0.0. 0.0.0.0.0 L
(DD-1348 bl L)
47. 3.3.3.3.3.3.3.1.1 APP_SYM_SUB
Appropria- ion Symiaol and Subh^sad
(DD-1348 bl M)
48. O.CCO. 0.0. 0.0.0 N
(DD-1348 bl N)
49. O.C 0.0.0.0.3.0.0 TRANS_TYPS
Transaction type
(DD-1348 bl 0, 1 of 2)
50. O.C CO. 0.0. 3. CO OBJ_CLASS
Object class
(DD-1348 bl 0, 2 of 2)
51. 3.3.3.3.3.3.3.1.1 BUREAD_CONr_NO
Bureau Con-rol Number
(DD-1348 bl P, 1 of 2)
52. 3.3.5.3.3.3.3.1.1 saE_ALLOT
Sub-Allotmant
(DD-1348 bl P, 2 of 2)
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("n" is variable depending
en number of items per
requisition. The DD-1348




("n" is variable depending
en number of items per
requisition. The DD-1348




1. Access Code (cclumn 1)
a) User Department (Requisition Clerk)




• 4 read/write if PASS < 2
read if PASS > 1
2. hccess Code (cclumn 2)
a) USER DEPARTMENT (Cptar Custodian)
• data not used
• 1 Read
• 2 Write 3 Read/Write
• U Read/Write if PASS >2
Read if PASS not equal 2
3. Access code (cclumn 3)
a) RESEARCH AEMIN ISTR ATION OFFICE (RAO)




4. Access Code (Cclumn U)
a) COMPTROLLER DEPARTMENT (Buqetiag and Acccunting)




5. Access Code (Column 5)







6. Access Code (Column 6)
a) SUPPLY DEPARTMENT (Issue Control Division)




• 5 rsad/vrite until Final Debit Cede (FINDET)
field is filled
7. Access Code (Cclunin 7)





• 5 read/write until Final Debit Code (FINDBT)
entered in Requisition Record
8. Access code (cclumn 8)




9. Access code (column 9)
a) SUPPLY DEPARTMENT (Receiving Control Division)
• not used





HEQOISIIION FILE (SF-36 FIELDS)
A. GENEBAL
This is not a separate file but a rsferance which lists
the fields cf the Requisition File which contain SF-36
Requiaiticn Continuation Sheet data. A file is made up of
records. A reccrd is made up of elements. The reccrd
description presented below consists of an slccbss code, data
element and definiticn of that daxa element. Included is a
reference tc particular forms if used. Each column of the
access cede represents the access that a particular user has
to the indicated daxa element.




1. 4. U. 1.1 . 1 .3.3.1.1 SSHD_TO
Company or Supply Activity
{SF-36)
2. 4. a. 1.1 . 1 .5 .5 .1.1 S3(1...n)
Supplies/Services
(SF 36) ("n" is variable




4.4. 1-1. 1.5.5, 1,1 QTY(1...n)
Cuantity of supply/service
(SF 36) ("n" is variabia
depending on number of items
par raquisition)
4.4. 1.1 . 1 .5.5.1.1 ai (1. ..n)
Unit of issue
(SF 36) ("n" is variable
depending on number of
items per requisition)
4. 4. 1.1. 1.5.5. 1.1 UP (1. ..n)
Unit Price
(SF 36) ("n" is variable




C. ACCESS CODE DESCRIPTION
1. Access Code (cclumn 1)
a) User Depar-ment (Regaisition Clerk)




• a read/write if PASS < 2
read if PASS > 1
2. Access Code (column 2)
a) USER DEPARTMENT (Optar Custodian)
• data net used
• 1 Read
• 2 Write 3 Read/Write
• U Read/Wri-ce if PASS >2
Read if PASS not equal 2
3. Access coda (column 3)
a) RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION OFFICE (RAO)




4. Access Code (Cclumn 4)
a) CCMPTR0LLS5 DEPARTMENT (Bugeting and Accounting)




5. Access Code (Column 5)







Access Code (Column 6)
a) SUPPLY DEPAETMENT (Issue Control Division)
• da-ca not used
• 1 r e ad
• 2 write
• 3 read/write
• 5 read/write until Final Debi-:. Code (FINDBT)
field is filled
Access Code (Column 7)





• 5 read/write until Final Debit Cede (FINDBT)
entered in Requisition Record
Access code (column 8)




Access code (column 9)







REQUISITION FILE (DD-1155 FIELDS)
A. GEHEBAL
This is not a separate file bun a reference which lists
the feilds of the Reguisitica File which contain DD-1155
Purchase Crder Document data. A file is made up of records.
A record is made up of elements. The record description
presented below consists of an access code, data element and
definition of that data element. Included is reference to
particular forms if used. Each column of the access code
represents the access that a particular user has to the
indicated data element.





Company or Supply Activity
(DD-1155)










5. U. a. 0.1. 1.3.3. 1.
6- 1.4.1.1.1.3.3.1,
7. I.a. 1.1 .1.1.1.1
8. 1.4. 1.1, 1.1. 1.1
9. 0.0. 0.0.0.0,3. 1,
10. 0.0.0.0.0.0.3.1,
11. 0.0.0,0.0.0.3,1,





(DD-1155 bl 4, 1 of 4)
1 HEQ
Docuinen-c Number Requisitioner
(DD-1155 bl 4, 2 of 4)
(DD-1155 bl 6, 2 of 2)
1 DATE
Document Number Date
(DD-1155 bl 4, 3 of 4)
1 SERIAL
Documem: Number Serial
(DD-1155 bl 4, 4 of 4)
1 DO
Certified for National Defense




S phone of issurer
(DD-1 155 bl 6, 1 of 2)
1 ADiiIN_BY
Administered by
(DD-1155 bl 7, 1 of 2)
ADMIN_3Y_C0DE
Unit identification code
(DD-1155 bl 7, 2 of 2)
DELIVERY_FOB




Indicates name and address
(DD-1155 bl 9, 1 of 3)
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15. 0.0. CO. 0.0. 3. 1.1




20. 0.0. CO. 0.0. 3. 0.0
21. 0.0. CO. 0.0. 3. 1.1











25. O.C. CO. 0.0. 3. CO
26. O.C CO. 0.0. 3. 0.0
27. 0. ceo. 0.0. 3. 0.0
CONTEACTOR_QaOTOR_CODE
(DD-1155 bl 9, 2 of 3)
CONTRACTOR_QaOTOR_FACILITY_CODE













Indicates who and where to ship
matar ial
(DD-1155 bl 14, 1 of 2)
SHIP_T0_C0D3
(DD-1155 bl 14, 2 of 2)
PA YMENT_WILL_BE_ttADE_3Y
(DD-1155 Dl 15, 1 of 2)
PAYMENT_WILL_BE_I1ADE_3Y_C0DE
(DD-1155 bl 15, 2 of 2)
TYFE_OF__ORDER
Indicates either "Delivery" or
"Purchase"
(DD-1155 bl 16, 1 of 6)
REFEEENCE^YOUR
(DD-1155 bl 16, 2 of 6)
CLAUSE_NO
Incicates "Number 13" or
"Number 15"
(DD-1155 bl 16, 3 of 6)
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28. 0.0. CO. 0.0. 3. 0.0 SPECI AL_PROVISIONS
(DD-1155 bl 16, 4 of 6)
29. 0.0. CO. 0.0. 3. 0.0 AD DITIONAL_GENERAL_PHOVISIONS
(DD-1155 bl 16, 5 of 6)
30. O.C. 0.0. 0.0.3.0.0 REIUEN_COPIES
(DD-1155 bl 16, 6 of 6)
31. 0. C CO. 0.0. 3. 1.1 ITEMING
(DD-1155 bl 17, 1 of 11)
32. O.C CO. 0.0. 3. 1.1 PROPERTY_ACCTG_ACTIVITY
Property accounting activity
(DD-1155 bl 17, 8 of 11)
33. O.C. 0.0.0.0.3.1.1 COUNTSY_C0DE
(DD-1155 bl 17, 9 of 1 1)
34. O.C CO. 0.0, 3. 0.0 COST_CODE
(DD-1155 bl 17, 10 of 11)
35. 3.3.3.3.3.3.3.1.1 APP_SYM_saB
Appropria-cion Symbol and Subhsad
(DD-1155 bl 17, 2 of 11)
36. 0. ceo. 0.0. 3. 0.0 03J_CLASS
Object class
(DD-1155 bl 17, 3 of 11)
37. 3.3.3.3.3.3.3.1.1 BUREA0_CONT_NO
Bureau Control Number
(DD-1155 bl 17, U of 11)
38. 3.3.3.3.3.3.3.1.1 SUB_ALLOT
Sub-Allotment
(DD-1155 bl 17, 5 of 11)
39. 3.3.3.3.3.3.3.1.1 AaTHN_ACCTS_ ACTY
Authorization Accounting Activity
(DD-1155 bl 17, 6 of 11)
40. 0. CO. 0.0. 0.3. 0.0 TRANS^TYPE
Transaction type









(DD-1155 bl 18) ("n" is
variable deperxding on




(DD-1155 bl 19) ("n" is
variable depending on




(DD-1155 bl 20) ("n" is
variable depending on number
of items per requisition)
45. 4.4.1.1.1.5.5.1.1 0I(1...n)
Unit of issue
(DD-1155 bl 21) ("n" is
variable depending on number




("n" is variable depending
en number of items per
requisition)




C. ACCESS CODE DESCEIPTIOH
1. Access Code (column 1)
a) User Departmant (Raguisition Clark)




• U read/write if PASS < 2
read if P&SS > 1
2. Access Cede (cclumn 2)
a) USER DEPARTMENT (Optar Custodian)
• data net used
• 1 Read
• 2 Write 3 Read/Writa
• 4 Read/Write if PASS >2
Read if PASS not equal 2
3. Access code (cclumn 3)
a) RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION OFFICE (RAO)




4. Access Code (Column 4)
a) CCMPTHCLLEH DEPARTMENT (Bugating and Accounting)




5. Access Code (Cclumn 5)







6. Access Code (Cclumn 6)
a) SUPPLY DEPARTMENT (Issue Control Division)




• 5 read/write until Final Debix Code (FINDBT)
field is filled
7. Access Code (Column 7)





• 5 r^ad/write until Final Debit Code (FINDET)
entered in Requisition Record
8. Access code (cclumn 8)




9. Access code (cclumn 9)









HEWLETT PACKARD, 3 00 3 Scott Blvd
^
Santa Clara, CA 95050
DrOUISITION IS fiOl-
52271, NFS, MONTEREY, CA 939U0
ELEX LAB., R. DOMAT, SP-i+35
7 9
X 52271 7041 0015
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Figure Q-1 DD Fcrm 1348 (00-1348) Item Requisition.
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A»>«.«4 by NARS « 76
ITAMOARO FORU 3*. JULY 1»6S
•(••UU4. SCNVICtS AOUiausliuiion
KO-fnoc nca (41 cr«i i.it.iai
CONTINUATION SHEET
Ktr.m Of ooc. ttiMO oOMro.
f-3ieProc/PM/Donat
AMt 0# or * iROfl OM CONTRACTOn
HEWLETT PACKARD, 3003 Scott Boulevard. anta Clara. CA 9 5 0S0
m»mn f nnwica
MODEL 5061A CESIUM BEAM FREQUENCY STANDAp




Freq Output: SMHz, IMHz, lOOkHz/l Volt
BNC Connections
Accuracy: + 1 X 10"^^
Clock pulse range: I usee to 1 sec
Digital clock display









VN aia»« LF. so-im
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> C0>Mt*.TO«rUUUt«t JIC .*cnii*co«i
«««»i» Hewlett Packard Company
"•""
300 3 Scott Blvd.
^anta Clara, CA 950S0
30 June 77
Net
'"*"-"'""' ORIGINAL £ ^ copies
to address in hlnr V g
.
M62271
RECEIVING OFFICER, BLDG 229
MF: 77-F-0299
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
MQNTfP-^Y, CA 3 3 9U0
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ACCOUMriMO AND OWVOniAnOM DATA - *£COUMT1MO ClASStftCAriDM ttfV '.*»)
^ 177180. T7YP 310 102i*6 000228 2D 010017 PP70U1001500 22,171.0E
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0002
Model 5 061A Cesium beam frequency
standard
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SECTION I - (NVt^NTORY RECORD
3. I oyaowuiMMi


















19 IN 17 IV
ta.HCiCNr
9 111
1. <iaoo NO. is.coNriiAcr n^mbkh
PO M62271-77
-r-Q29?i.ocacM^TtoM and capacity
FREQUENCY STANDARD, CESIUM, BENCH MOUNT
S MHZ FREQ OUTPT, +1 X lO-H ACCY, 1 V OUTPT. BNC CONNECTION.
EQUIPPED W/OPTION T TIME STANDARD S STANDBY POWER SUPPLY. 1 PPS OUTPT
20 USEC WIDTH, 5 DIGIT DIG CLOCK DISPLAY, 1 USEC TO 1 SEC PULSE ADJ RG
30 MIN STANDBY POWER.
662S-AE COMTtMUCO ON VCmt %tOK Dv- n^
ELECrmCAL CHARACTEHISTtCS
OUAMTTTV HOaSC^OwCM ASK CVCLX AC DC t^% ANO FMAMV NUM««JI
U.^mtantr locatiom
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, MONTEREY, CALIF 409 232
UM, OtPCC COMTMU. NO.
2>. poasKSKon cooc
52271(7695U35)
SECTION II - INSPECTION RECORD
TAIN«0 ON SiTK
rcM sccN fKauiLT/ovcitNAui.t07 Ioatc' "b'ooc "cdopoi II
«OM QMiatMAL CONnOUMATlON
scscwiac u'jQffw •




1*. AAK inrsT TION |N»TmjCT10NS AVAIt^aC FO<* TIIAMSPtlW i WAS CTtM!!!T
)r. Ajrv opcaatino iNSTftuCTioNS avaicailc ron TNANS^tm k L>S r USE op EQUtPMCNT OCSCAiaCO
II. »A* rrCM LAST USCD ON ISMING OPCRATION M*»^OLimG.
113 COST fOA PACKIMC. CAATInO.
tt. WIVJ. AOJUSTMCNTS 0<t CAUSAATlON CO«*CCT DCPlClCNClCST
II. condition COOC Nl
II.OPCHAriMO TeSTCOOt
SECTION Ml - REMARKS
STUB 7011-0015
R£C: 6/3/77
CONS: HEWLETT PACKARD, SANTA CLARA, CALIF
*«MAinc« cowTiNUCD OM MBvcmi sioc UJ ro* n-
SECTION IV- DISPOSITION RECORD
II. CONaiOMCX'NAMC AMD AOOnCS*. irvCLUOinO ZIP coou it. TTPK Of DISPOSITION
LJooMATKiN LJoamucnoN
n. a.
SECTION V * VALIDATION RECORD
ir.vAwOAnoM tTvrio mamais) and s<«*4AT\iact«>i
D. GRAIN, PLANT ACCT CLERK
OD ,'^;. 1342 ft/n-Ataa^i s-«ooi
Figure Q-4 DD-1342 - Property Record Card (PRC)
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Date 2 Feb 81
From: Chai man/Department Head Electrical Engi peering Dept
To: Supply Officer (Code 42)
Subj: Excess property available for screening, redistribution or disposal
1. The following is excess to this department and available for redistribution.
Material may be screened and inspected at location indicated:
Noun nnmpnrlature Cesium Beam Frequency Standard
NANSN (National Stock Number).
Plant Account Number (if applicable) 62271 017218
location Bidg 232 Room 409
Indicate Class III (XX) or DIPEC Class IV ( )
Detailed item nomenclature with related characteristics, capabilities,
and special instructions Freq Standard; "Bench mount; 5MHz output; 1 PPS o/pi
1 V output; BNC connections, 1 usee to 1 sec pulse adj range;
6 digit digital clock display; includes time std and stdby power sup pl
y





Original or acquisition cost per item/unit 's $22.171.05
Current condition code (refer to Chapter 6 of Desk Guide )__E
Security naccifiratinn Unclassified
Contact (name and telephone no.) Bob Donat, X2345
Chairman/Department Head
Copy to:
Code 00224 (Plant Property Items Only)
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I.J. JAtKlKl. LT. iC ABA.
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. ooe >Mca w« ii» lOfAif/«a»r sooMtHi /
<i S"' 2'.f OIJ'
Figure Q.6 Transfer DD-1348-1.
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GPLD fGovEKN*tf:Ptr pkopfrty lost ok da^iacfdi SURVEY CERTIFICATE
I ro r.V<B> m,u
DEAN. SCIENCE 4 ENGINEERING
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
MONTEREY, CA 93940
I FROM. Vap<> ^1











Y I dumsKcd ilrm<« drsi rib4*d below wau not iHuncd by simple V (tro»« iirKli^cncC, willful
tiaconduct or (1rlit>crate unaulhonxcd u««. I Tunhrr crnifv thai thr loss of or tiHtnaKC (o the ilvma occurred un<J«r the circumstynce*
described hvri'in.
NATIONAL STOCK NO. OR





NON-STANDARD DIGITAL MULTIMETER, FLUKE
MODEL 8024A, S/N 2337636 00001 EA 250.00 250.00
TOTAt COST OF LISTED ITEMS $250.00
IS. CIRCUMSTANCES OF LOSS OR 0*MAC£
ON FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1981, THE METER WAS ACCIDENUY KNOCKED
OFF THE EDGE OF A WORKBENCH DURING THE COURSE OF SETTING UP A LAB
EXPERIMENT. THE METER IS BEYOND ECONOMICAL REPAIR.
KENNETH C. JONES
14«. SK^ATune 14a. OATE
23 SEP 81
THIS PORTtOH TO BE COMPLETED BY REVIEWING AUTHORITY ANO RETURN^yTO ACTIVITY INDICATED IN ITEM NO. 2
IS. I ha¥» rcview«d the evidence prrtaininK lo (hf los» or damBnc snd )( 1 a«ree , do not acrer [h*»l th* lots or dantuRe ro
Ihc property was not due to 1 simple ]¥i wross ne«ltKcnt.-v. willful mi»condurt. or deliberate unaulhonrrd uae. The
rollowing action i» authorized:
X ] a. An inventory adiustment for the properly *hich waft not lu«l IhrtMigh ] simple J(I ftrofta re^ltecnce. willful
rntaconduct, or delihrraie unuuthurifed use.
!
b. Repair the damaged property and charee to O&M/siock fund as fair wear and te« an danutue waa not caused bv urosH
nettliffeftcc, willful misconduct, or dcliberatu unauthorised u;«e.
/ } c. The circumstances Hurroundinc the loaa or damaxc warrant the prnceaainc of a report of survey. DD Form 200. to he
tu t>« initiated immediutcly.
~
' d. Other action (Specify): „^^
V^eO NAMC ft GRAOC OF RCviCeiNO OFFiCeR
JAMES W. WADE '^¥.V4^ 30 SEP 81
00 1 $£ " 2090 S/N OI02-LF-0034900 C8L0 IGovwmnenl Proowry Lo«t Of 0»r»»9»d SurMV C«rt.l






^l^tejfor the Uaval PosTqr
Pcs^graHuata School, T5"577~
2. Gane, C. and Sarson, T. » Struct urad System Anal ysis :
I22i§ ^4 Techn iques . Prentice-ITalTT 1^7^.
3. Naval Supply Csnrer Oakland Instruction 7321. 2H,
"Jlant Property, Classes 3 and 4 (Equipment)." 14 May
1980.
U. Naval Postgraduate School Instrucrion 11016.1A, "Plant
Picperty, Classes 3 and 4 (Equipment)," 14 May 1980.
5. Chief of Naval Operations Notice 5040, "Items of
Special Interest During Command Inspections," 12
December 1980.
6. Nolan, R. L. , "Managing the Crises in Data
Processing", Harva rd Business Review, March-April
1979.
7. Sprague, R. H. and Carlson, E. D., Build ing Effective





8. Naumann, J. D, and Jenkins, A. M., "Prototyping: The
New Paradigm fcr Systems Development" MIS Quart erly,
September 1982.
9. Handccck, J. L. , "Presentation to the Society for
Management Information Systems", Washington D.C. , May
1977.
10. Jackson, M. A., Principles of Program Design, Academic
Press, London, IngTan'3, T5757
11. Marnier, J., Log ical Construction of Pro grams ,
Ncstrant ReinhcItT'He w YorTc,"T"97TI.
Van
12. Canning, R. G., The Production of Better Software^ EDP







1. Dsfsnse Tschnical Information Center 2
CaiD€ror. Station
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
2. Defense Logistics Studies Information Exchange 2
0. S. Army Logistics iHanaaement Center
Fort Lee, Virgir.ia 23801'
3. library. Code 142 2
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93940
4. Cepartmen-c Chairi^n, Code 54 1
Ceoartment of Admmist raxive Sciences
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93940
5. Department Chairiran, Code 52 1
Department, of Ccmpatsr Science
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93940
6. ICDH Ronald W. Modes, USN, Code 52Hf 3
Department of Ccttput=ir Science
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93940
Dr. Norman R. Lyons, Code 54Lb




8. Dean of Research, Coda 012
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93940
9. Dean of Academic Administration, Code 014
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93940
10. Comptroller, Code 002
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93940
11. Sucply Officer, Code 4 2
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93940
12. Mrs. Dorothy Crain, Code 00241
Comptroller Department
0. s. Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93940
13. Mr. Bofcert K. Dcnat, Code 62E1













16. LCOL Joseph Mullane, USMC, Code 0309
Eapartment of Administrative Sciences
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93940




18. ICDB James B. Carter, Jr., USN
CSS Herrv B. Wilson (DDG-v)
FPO San Franciscc, California 96683





























Software requirements specifications of
3 2768 002 08822 1
DUDLEY KNOX LIBRARY
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